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ABSTRACT

Reversible Data Hiding (RDH) has emerged to be a significant multi-disciplinary re-
search area. Different types of RDH schemes have already been developed and demon-
strated their potentials for applications like media-content authentication, copy-right
protection, integrity establishment and annotation. Recently, interpolation based RDH
(IRDH) schemes have shown great promises for better rate-distortion performance
with a set of unique advantages over their counterparts. Despite great promises, ex-
isting IRDH schemes, however, have no consideration of ‘effective’ capacity manage-
ment for varying size of the payload. As a result, disregarding the varying embedding-
capacity requirement, existing IRDH schemes fail to maintain the minimum possible
distortion in the embedded image. An IRDH scheme with adaptive embedding is there-
fore vital for better rate-distortion performance.

In this thesis, a new IRDH scheme is developed and presented based on a simpli-
fied parabolic interpolation (SPI) and adaptive embedding. Additionally, an adaptive
embedding approach is introduced with two new techniques, where a capacity control
parameter is formulated and utilized to attain the varying capacity requirement by de-
termining a minimum set of embeddable bits in a pixel for the best possible embedded
image quality. The first technique introduces a flag bit for distinguishing the original
payload bits from their complement which are embedded in the interpolated pixels.
In the second embedding technique, the correlation between an embeddable pixel and
estimated versions of an embedded pixel is utilized to avoid the use of any flag bit as
such an extra payload bit per pixel can be embedded therein. Thereby, the embedding
capacity significantly increases without compromising the image quality for similar
values of the capacity control parameter.

Computational modeling of the new IRDH scheme is presented and its performance
is evaluated with a set of popular test-images. While compared with the prominent
IRDH schemes, the proposed scheme both with or without flag demonstrated its effi-
ciency for significantly better embedding rate-distortion performance. Moreover, being
up-sampled, the embedded image would have a higher spatial resolution. It also does
not require any location map, and thus the total capacity can be effectively used for
data embedding. Nevertheless, it keeps the original pixels untouched and thus, would
be useful in military and medical image applications that restrict minimum possible
changes in the cover images.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

All those we see may not always be true. For example, consider the images shown in

Fig. 1.1. These images although look very real, actually they are not, since a dog can

not have a head of a bird nor a bird can have a head of a dog. So, we know the reality

and can easily say that these images are not real, they are modified. Such manipulation

in digital images has become much easier using commonly available applications and

devices like our mobile phones. The modified images although look very real, they can

be undetectable by mere visual inspection.

Particularly, when the reality is unknown, we cannot say for sure whether an image

has been modified or not. For instance, in the case of medical images, the affected

regions can be very easy to modify, but it might be quite impossible to detect and lo-

cate the modification with any conventional tools. Such manipulation may be done

only for fun or with some illicit intention such as for false insurance claim, false evi-

dence or other fraudulent activities [1–6]. Clinical use of the manipulated images can

Figure 1.1: Example of manipulated images (Courtesy: www.worth1000.com)

1
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1.1 Introduction

Original image Tampered image

Figure 1.2: Example of medical image manipulation

further be life-threatening in case of medical images. As a result, the reinforcement

of the authenticity of digital images has been an open challenge today that requires

some special security tools. Reversible Data Hiding (RDH) is one way to address this

growing security concern, which has been widely investigated in recent years.

1.1.1 Reversible data hiding (RDH)

Reversible Data Hiding (RDH) has emerged to be a significant multi-disciplinary

research area that captures different applications of signal processing, big-data and

biotechnological applications, multimedia security, and information management

[7–11]. An RDH scheme generally embeds a set of data (or more specifically payload

that includes message or watermark with any side information) into a cover image (or

other media like audio and video) so that the embedded data can be exactly extracted

followed by a complete recovery of the cover image. Thus, it has three main processes:

generation, embedding and extraction [12, 13]. In the generation, required secret-data

are generated for an intended application such as content authentication, copyright pro-

tection, annotation, etc. The embedding process, on the other hand, deals with how and

where the data are to be embedded in the cover media. The extraction process later

extracts the embedded data and completely recovers the original media.

2



1.2 Literature Review

1.1.2 RDH requirement

Many RDH schemes have been developed for different applications like media-content

authentication [14,15], copyright protection [7,16,17], integrity establishment [18,19]

and annotation [20–22]. Particularly, for digital image applications that the research

presented in this thesis mainly focuses on, RDH schemes are evolving to attain better

embedding rate-distortion performance. Two main requirements are thus generally

attained: (i) better embedded image quality and (ii) higher embedding capacity. Data

embedding introduces an inevitable distortion to the cover image. Minimizing this

distortion also reduces the embedding capacity. As a result, achieving high embedding

capacity (or, rate) with low distortion has remained challenging, addressing which

underpins many data hiding schemes.

1.2 Literature Review

Many reversible data hiding schemes have been developed for higher embedding

capacity with lower embedding distortion (or better image quality). For exam-

ple, Direct Least Significant Bits Embedding (DLE) schemes [23–25], Difference

Expansion (DE) schemes [26–29], Histogram Shifting (HS) schemes [30–34]; Re-

versible Contrast Matching (RCM) schemes [35–38], Prediction Error Expansion

(PEE) schemes [39–44] are a few to name.

Recently, interpolation based RDH (IRDH) schemes have created a new paradigm

in data hiding research [25, 45–51]. Fig. 1.3 shows a general framework of IRDH

schemes having two main processes: (i) interpolation for up-sampling (ii) embedding

for data hiding. A cover image is up-sampled using interpolation. (We now and onward

call the up-sampled image an interpolated image.) Then the payload is embedded into

the interpolated pixels of the up-sampled image with a suitably designed reversible

3
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Figure 1.3: General framework for IRDH schemes.

embedding technique. Thus, the development of IRDH schemes mainly aims at the

improvement of two underlying processes: (i) computation of interpolated pixels and

(ii) embedding of payload.

For computing interpolated pixels, different interpolation techniques are employed.

Thereby, the cover image is up-(or down-) sampled. Commonly used interpola-

tion techniques include neighbor mean interpolation [45], neighbor pixels interpola-

tion [46], combination of interpolation and HS [47], combination of maximized dif-

ference between neighbor pixels and an extended interpolation technique [52], and

parabolic interpolation in all possible directions of up-sampled pixels in an image [49].

For embedding data, on the other hand, interpolated pixels of an input image are

generally used, keeping the original pixels untouched that are desirable in military

and medical image applications. Embedding techniques in the IRDH schemes can

broadly be classified into three groups; namely (i) for computing prediction errors

(PEE-based schemes [40, 41, 53]), (ii) for computing embeddable bits (DLE-based

schemes [25, 45, 46]), and (iii) combination of both [48]. Due to some unique advan-

tages of DLE-based IRDH schemes over its counterparts (see Sec. 2.3), the research

presented in this thesis sets its goal to the development of a DLE-based IRDH scheme.

Particularly, in some reversible data hiding applications, for example, annotation of pa-

tients electronic medical records, the payload size is usually much higher. In those ap-

plications, attaining significantly higher embedding capacity requirement is more than

4
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challenging. So, the DLE-based IRDH schemes are recently investigated for higher

embedding capacity that embed in the interpolated image (i.e., up-sampled cover im-

age) for effective management of the large database of medical images and associated

patient information.

However, despite their great promise to the applications requiring high embed-

ding capacity, the existing IRDH schemes do not account for any varying capacity

requirement (see Sec. 2.4). Embedding of varying size payload (i.e., attaining varying

capacity requirement) is a significant data hiding problem for digital image applica-

tions, which has not been addressed yet. The main reason is that payload size usually

varies in many data hiding applications including those mentioned above. Thus for

embedding of varying size payloads, the distortion in the embedded images remains

uncontrolled. It is generally assumed that embedding continues for the last bit of pay-

load resulting in non-uniform distribution of distortion in the embedded image. In

other words, for embedding of varying size payloads, existing schemes may result in

the same level of distortion without maintaining the best possible rate-distortion per-

formance for different size of payloads within the maximum capacity limit. One way

to tackle this embedding problem is to use a suitably designed adaptive data embedding

technique.

Thus, for varying embedding capacity requirement, if a uniform embedding dis-

tortion is always ensured, embedded image quality can be further improved. So the

problem is “how can we achieve that?”. We need to make the embedding adaptive,

which the research presented in this thesis aims to develop, employ and validate in

designing a new IRDH scheme. Therefore, it is necessary and makes sense to investi-

gate the systematic development and evaluation of RDH schemes in general for digital

image applications, addressing the identified research gaps.

5
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1.3 Research Objectives

The research presented in this thesis sets its primary goal to develop an adaptive em-

bedding technique and utilize it in modelling a new IRDH scheme as mentioned in the

previous section.

To carry out the project, the specific objectives of this work are outlined as follows.

a. To analyze existing potential interpolation techniques used in state-of-the-

art RDH Schemes and thus, to determine or develop a suitable interpola-

tion technique that offers better image quality with lower computational

complexity.

b. To investigate the effect of different LSBs of the interpolated pixels on the

embedded image quality and thereby, to define a generalized capacity con-

trol parameter.

c. To develop the algorithms of the data embedding and extraction processes

for complete formulation of the proposed RDH scheme.

d. To develop an experimental setup for performance evaluation and bench-

marking of the proposed scheme to demonstrate the expected embedding

rate-distortion efficiency for varying size of payloads.

The expected outcome of the proposed research is an adaptive RDH scheme that

could effectively manage the rate-distortion performance for varying embedding ca-

pacity requirements of digital image applications.

1.4 Research Questions

Development of an IRDH scheme may have several considerations, for example, de-

sign requirements and performance requirements. Design requirements include how

the interpolation and embedding techniques would be designed, where the data would

6



1.4 Research Questions

be embedded, how it affects the original pixels etc. Performance requirements include

computational complexity of the processes and the visual quality of the interpolated

and embedded images for varying size payloads, the embedding capacity (i.e. the rate-

distortion performance) etc. To be specific to the research problem, the following

research question can be focused.

Can an adaptive IRDH scheme be developed to effectively manage the varying

capacity requirement for better image quality?

The question leads us to address two main challenges: choosing a suitable interpolation

technique and developing an adaptive embedding. To address these challenges, few

sub-questions also arise as follows.

(i) Which interpolation technique is better for up-sampling an input image

that can offer the best possible interpolated image quality?

(ii) How can we achieve the varying capacity requirement for embedding in

IRDH scheme?

(iii) How can a better image quality be assured with the adaptive embedding?

The first sub-question entails an investigation among the existing interpolation

techniques aiming at identifying the one for the best possible interpolated image qual-

ity. All the interpolation techniques, moreover, may not be equally computationally

efficient. Selecting an appropriate interpolation technique is required prior to the em-

ployment of it in IRDH schemes for data embedding.

Additionally, it is not only the interpolation but also an effective embedding tech-

nique which affects the embedding-rate distortion performance of an IRDH scheme.

As mentioned in Sec. 1.2, the thesis focuses on the development of IRDH schemes with

DLE. However, the existing IRDH schemes with DLE do not account for embedding

7
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different size payloads for attaining varying capacity requirement without compromis-

ing the maximum possible embedding rate and image quality. Consideration varying

capacity requirement is important to maintain the uniform embedding distortion in an

embedded image. This brings about the requirement of development of a new adaptive

embedding technique for IRDH scheme.

Moreover, to maintain the better image quality with adaptive embedding is also

very important, thus arises the third sub-question. A generalized capacity control

parameter can be formulated which would adaptively be selected utilizing the

image size, up-sampling factor and the payload size (i.e., capacity requirement) for

embedding a minimum number of LSBs to ensure minimum possible distortion.

1.5 Research Scope

(i) Among enormous multidisciplinary applications of RDH schemes, the research

presented in this thesis limits its focus on the digital image applications only.

(ii) Any data, images, processes, algorithms, schemes or methods considered in this

thesis either are digital themselves, or deal with digital inputs and outputs. How-

ever, for readability, the word digital is often omitted in writing. For example,

digital watermarking, digital medical image, etc. are merely written as water-

marking, medical image, etc., respectively without change of their meaning and

context.

(iii) Many RDH schemes have been developed for different digital image applica-

tions. Recently, IRDH schemes have been widely investigated to attain better

rate-distortion performance. So, the research conducts a thorough review of the

existing IRDH schemes.

(iv) Due to some unique advantages of IRDH schemes with DLE over their coun-
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terparts, the thesis again limits its scope on the development of the DLE-based

IRDH schemes. In spite of their great promises, the existing DLE-based schemes

have no specific consideration of embedding varying size payloads. Thus the

research addresses a significant data hiding problem of varying capacity require-

ment in Sec. 1.1. This research is focused on developing an adaptive IRDH

scheme to attain the varying capacity requirement without compromising in the

embedding distortion in many practical digital image applications like annota-

tion of patients electronic medical records.

1.6 Research Outcomes

In addressing the research objectives and research questions, this thesis presents a num-

ber of original contributions and achievements in the field of reversible data hiding.

The research contributions and findings that will be discussed in this thesis have been

presented in several reputable conferences, and published and submitted to leading

journals (see the list of publications in Page 78). The primary outcome of the research

presented in this thesis includes a new IRDH scheme with two adaptive embedding

techniques. The key contributions are summarized below.

(i) Developed and presented a new adaptive IRDH scheme with the following fea-

tures:

– A new simplified parabolic interpolation technique is developed for better

computationally efficiency.

– A new adaptive embedding is developed utilizing a general capacity condi-

tion and a generalized capacity control parameter for adaptive embedding.
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– The improved visual quality of the embedded image is ensured utilizing the

complement of the embeddable payload. In embedding, LSBs are used for

embedding payload either in their original or complement form for mini-

mizing embedding distortion. (See Chapter 3, Sec. 3.4.1)

– A flag bit is used to track whether the embedded data is original or its

complement required for extracting the payload.

– High embedding capacity with better embedded image quality is obtained,

which outperforms the existed DLE based IRDH schemes. However, the

embedding capacity could further be significantly increased if the use of

flag bit is avoided.

(ii) Further improvement in the embedding is attained utilizing the correlation be-

tween the embeddable pixels and embeddable payload bits. The said correla-

tions reinvestigated to improve the embedding capacity without compromising

the embedded image quality. Consequently, a simplified IRDH scheme with a

new adaptive embedding without flag is developed and evaluated, where:

– The capacity condition and the capacity control parameter are more for-

mally defined with the generalized algorithmic detail.

– The use of flag bit is avoided by utilizing the correlation between the em-

beddable pixel and estimated versions of embedded pixel.

– The rate-distortion performance of the proposed scheme is evaluated and

validated for the improved embedding capacity with better visual quality.

(See Chapter 3, Sec. 3.4.2)

It is noted here that, from now on, throughout the whole write-up, the new IRDH

scheme developed in this thesis is addressed as “the proposed” scheme. Similarly, the

new adaptive embedding techniques are also addressed as the proposed embedding

techniques.
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1.7 Research Significance

This research advances knowledge in the area of reversible data hiding and its applica-

tion to digital images. The potential significance of the research is noted below.

(i) We have developed and presented an adaptive IRDH scheme, which can deter-

ministically embed different size payload in an image with a suitable value of

the capacity control parameter. In other words, the proposed scheme adaptively

selects the value of the parameter for attaining varying embedding capacity re-

quirement with a minimum possible distortion in the embedded image.

(ii) Embedding process is modeled to utilize the logical correlation between the em-

beddable pixel and estimated versions of the embedded pixel to increase the

embedding capacity.

(iii) Extraction is modeled to blindly extract the embedded payload and to completely

recover the original image, where these two processes were kept mutually inde-

pendent to ensure better user control in an application scenario. This also means

that the cover image can be instantly recovered with or without extracting the

embedded payload.

(iv) Experimental results demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed scheme for

better visual quality with higher embedding capacity compared to other IRDH

schemes.

(v) The original pixels of a cover image are kept untouched and thus, the proposed

scheme would be useful in military and medical image applications that restrict

minimum possible changes in a cover image.

(vi) Being up-sampled, the embedded image would have a higher spatial resolution.

It also does not require any location map, and thus the total capacity can be

effectively used for data embedding.
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1.8 Thesis Organization

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 captures the background of the proposed research of this thesis. With an

overview of existing prominent IRDH schemes, their associated techniques are

reviewed and the key potentials and limitations are studied. The scopes of im-

provement in IRDH schemes are investigated. Thereby, a further study towards

developing an adaptive IRDH scheme is addressed.

Chapter 3 presents the gradual development of a new adaptive IRDH scheme with

specific algorithmic details of a computationally efficient simplified interpola-

tion, the adaptive embedding and extraction technique. The formal definition

of the embedding condition and capacity control parameter is also developed.

The work presented in this chapter has been supported by meaningful examples,

necessary explanations, and comparative studies.

Chapter 4 presents the evaluation of the proposed scheme for its embedding rate -

distortion performance. The performance of the proposed scheme is validated in

this chapter with high capacity and better image quality compared to prominent

IRDH schemes.

Chapter 5 presents the conclusion of the thesis with a summary of the original con-

tributions and future work.
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CHAPTER 2

RELATED IRDH SCHEMES

2.1 Introduction

This chapter captures the background of the research contribution presented in this

thesis. A thorough review of the existing interpolation techniques is given in Sec. 2.2

and their uses for data embedding in the existing prominent IRDH schemes in Sec. 2.3.

The key potentials and limitations of the existing IRDH schemes are studied and the

scopes of improvement in IRDH schemes towards the development of a new adaptive

IRDH scheme are investigated at the end of the chapter (See Sec. 2.4).

As discussed in Chapter 1, an IRDH scheme has two main processes: (i) interpo-

lation for up-sampling (ii) embedding for data hiding. It is to mention that interpola-

tion techniques are chosen to obtain an up-sampled image containing both the original

and interpolated pixels. Since the image quality of the up-sampled image eventually

contributes to maintaining better embedded image quality, lower distortion in the up-

sampled image is always desirable. We note that for evaluating distortion between

an original image and its interpolated version, the original image is first down-sampled

followed by the up-sampling using the interpolation technique in question. Unlike this,

in an IRDH scheme, an input image is directly up-sampled (using interpolation) for

embedding, where interpolated pixels are used in different ways (for example, PEE and

DLE as mentioned in Sec. 1.1), to achieve better rate-distortion performance, which is

discussed in the following sections.
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2.2 Interpolation Techniques

As we mentioned in Chapter 1, different interpolation techniques have been em-

ployed in IRDH schemes for up-sampling the cover image before embedding. For

example, neighbor mean interpolation (NMI) [45], interpolation by neighboring

pixels (INP) [46], enhanced neighbor mean interpolation (ENMI) [48] and parabolic

interpolation (PI) [49] are a few that showed great promises for IRDH schemes.

Additionally, bilinear interpolation (BI) and nearest neighbor interpolation (NNI) are

two basic interpolation techniques that have not been employed in IRDH schemes,

but they are used to compare the performance of interpolation in IRDH schemes

(for example, see [49, 50]). So, in this section, the technical details of the prominent

interpolation techniques are discussed as follows.

2.2.1 Bilinear Interpolation (BI) and Nearest Neighbor Interpola-
tion (NNI)

BI technique estimates an interpolated pixel considering its four nearest original pixels.

An weighted average of the four pixels is computed as the interpolated pixel value [50].

A 2×2 nearest neighborhood of an interpolated pixel are considered and their weighted

average is computed for estimating the interpolated pixel. For example, see Fig. 2.1(a),

where the interpolated pixelsC(1, 1) andC(1, 2) are calculated by weighting its neigh-

bors C(0, 0), C(2, 0), C(0, 3) and C(2, 3), which are the original pixels of the cover

image, I . That is, C(0, 0) = I(0, 0), C(0, 3) = I(0, 1), C(2, 0) = I(1, 0) and

C(2, 3) = I(1, 1). Additionally, C(1, 1) = 2
3
[C(0,0)+C(2,0))

2
] + 1

3
[C(0,3)+C(2,3)

2
] and

C(1, 2) = 1
3
[C(0,0)+C(2,0))

2
] + 2

3
[C(0,3)+C(2,3)

2
] are the interpolated pixels.

On the other hand, NNI determines the nearest neighboring pixel as an interpolated

pixel. For example, refer to Fig. 2.1(b), the pixels of an interpolated image, C are

obtained from their respective nearest original pixels of the cover image I . Thus,
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Fig. 2 Example of computing interpolated pixels using: (a) BI, (b) NNI, and (c) NMI.

While compared with some prominent IRDH schemes (see Sec. 4), our scheme demon-
strates its efficiency for better rate-distortion performance with its promises for military
and medical image applications having varying capacity requirement (see Sec. 5).

2 State of the IRDH Schemes

In this section, some prominent interpolation techniques and their uses in IRDH
schemes are reviewed. Different interpolation techniques have been employed for up-
sampling the cover image during embedding. For example, neighbor mean interpolation
(NMI) [16], interpolation by neighboring pixels (INP) [19], enhanced neighbor mean
interpolation (ENMI) [6] are a few that showed great promises for IRDH schemes.
Additionally, bilinear interpolation (BI) and nearest neighbor interpolation (NNI) are
two basic interpolation techniques that have not been employed in IRDH schemes, but
they are used to compare the performance of interpolation in IRDH schemes. On the
other hand, different embedding techniques were used in those schemes, for example
PEE and DLE as mentioned in Sec 1. Before we summarize the potentials and key
limitations of those schemes in Sec. 2.5, we first briefly present their interpolation and
embedding techniques below.

2.1 BI and NNI

BI is a re-sampling technique that uses the weighted average of the four nearest
pixels to estimate a new pixel value [24]. A 2 × 2 nearest neighborhood of an in-
terpolated pixel are considered and their weighted average is computed for estimat-
ing the interpolated pixel. For example, see Fig. 2(a), where the interpolated pix-
els C(1, 1) and C(1, 2) are calculated by weighting its neighbors C(0, 0), C(2, 0),
C(0, 3) and C(2, 3), which are the original pixels of the cover image, I. That is,

(b)

C(0,2)

Figure 2.1: Example of computing interpolated pixels using: (a) BI, (b) NNI, and (c) NMI.

C(0, 0) = C(0, 1) = C(1, 0) = C(1, 1) = I(0, 0); C(0, 3) = C(0, 2) = C(1, 2) =

C(1, 3) = I(0, 1); C(3, 0) = C(2, 0) = C(2, 1) = C(3, 1) = I(1, 0); C(3, 3) =

C(2, 2) = C(2, 3) = C(3, 2) = I(1, 1). These two techniques are simple, but they

produce a low quality interpolated image with mosaic and saw tooth artifacts [54].

They are therefore not directly used to compute the up-sampled image, rather they are

usually used for comparing up-sampled image quality in different IRDH schemes.

2.2.2 Neighbor Mean Interpolation (NMI)

The NMI technique [45] computes an interpolated pixel as the average of the nearest

original pixels. For horizontal or vertical neighborhood, two nearest pixels are consid-

ered and for the diagonal neighborhood, three nearest pixels are considered. Thereby,

a 2× 2 block of an input image is up-sampled to a size of 3× 3 containing five inter-

polated pixels.

A given input image, I of a size M
2
× N

2
is up-sampled with NMI using Eq. 2.1 and

2.2 to obtain the interpolated image, C of sizeM−1×N−1. For example, Fig. 2.1(c)
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demonstrates how a 2× 2 block of I is up-sampled using NMI to a 3× 3 block of C,

where C(0, 0) = I(0, 0), C(0, 2) = I(0, 1), C(2, 0) = I(1, 0), and C(2, 2) = I(1, 1)

are the original pixels and the others are the interpolated pixels.

C(i, j) = I( i
2
, j

2
) if (i, j) mod 2 = 0 (2.1)

C(i, j) =



C(i,j−1)+C(i,j+1)
2

if i mod 2 = 0, j mod 2 = 1

C(i−1,j)+C(i+1,j)
2

if i mod 2 = 1, j mod 2 = 0

C(i−1,j−1)+C(i−1,j)+C(i,j−1)
3

otherwise

(2.2)

While this offers reasonably good up-sampled image quality, reconsidering the

neighborhood and interpolated pixels for computing the final interpolated pixels, a bet-

ter quality up-sampled image can be obtained as reported in INP [46] and ENMI [48].

2.2.3 Interpolation by Neighboring Pixels (INP)

Lee & Huang [46] proposed an interpolation by neighbor pixels (INP) is an improved

version of the NMI technique that utilizes the full advantages of the neighborhood pix-

els. Unlike NMI, this technique considers all the original neighborhood pixels. For

example, for computing either a horizontal or vertical interpolated pixels, two nearest

original pixels, one in a vertical neighborhood and another in a horizontal neighbor-

hood are used. For the horizontal interpolated pixel, weight for the horizontal neigh-

borhood pixel is set to 0.75 and that for the other is set to 0.25. The weights are

altered accordingly for computing vertical interpolated pixel. And, the average of the

horizontal and vertical interpolated pixels is used as the diagonal interpolated pixel.

Given cover image I of size M
2
× N

2
is up-sampled to an interpolated image, C of
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size M ×N using INP, where C is obtained from I using Eq. (2.1) and (2.3).

C(i, j) =



3C(i,j−1)+C(i,j+1)
4

if i mod 2 = 0, j mod 2 = 1

3C(i−1,j)+C(i+1,j)
4

if i mod 2 = 1, j mod 2 = 0

C(i−1,j)+C(i,j−1)
2

otherwise

(2.3)

2.2.4 Enhanced Neighbor Mean Interpolation (ENMI)

Chang et al. [48] proposed another improved version of NMI technique, ENMI that

computes the interpolated pixels considering its all nearest neighborhood pixels. For

computing a horizontal or vertical interpolated pixel, it simply computes the average of

two nearest original pixels in horizontal and vertical neighborhoods. For computing a

diagonal interpolated pixel, it considers the four nearest original pixels in the diagonal

neighborhood. Unlike INP technique, it does not consider any weight for these com-

putation. While NMI uses three nearest pixels for computing a diagonal interpolated

pixel, all four original neighborhood pixels are considered in ENMI.

Particularly, up-sampling process is modified to obtain an interpolated image, C of

size M ×N from a same size of input image, I as in Eq. (2.4).

C(i, j) =



I(i, j) if (i, j) mod 2 = 0

I(i, j − 1) if j = N − 1

I(i− 1, j) if i = M − 1

I(i,j−1)+I(i,j+1)
2

if i mod 2 = 0, j mod 2 = 1

I(i−1,j)+I(i+1,j)
2

if i mod 2 = 1, j mod 2 = 0

I(i−1,j−1)+I(i−1,j+1)+I(i+1,j−1)+I(i+1,j+1)
4

otherwise

(2.4)
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2.2.5 Parabolic Interpolation (PI)

Zhang et al. reported parabolic interpolation (PI) for the further improvement of the

interpolated image quality in [49]. With a set of three known pixels (i.e., original

pixels), two unknown pixels are computed as such an original image block of size

1×3 is up-sampled to a block of size 1×5. To obtain an up-sampled pixel, a weighted

average of its all possible interpolated values and other nearest neighborhood pixels

(that are not considered for interpolation) is used. This computation continues for all

overlapping blocks of original pixels with separate consideration of interpolated pixels

in the image border.

In general, the interpolated pixels are classified in two kinds: (i) pixels on the image

border; (ii) pixels not on the image border. For the second kind of pixels, they can be

further classified into three categories in terms of the direction forming by themselves

and the known (original) pixels used for interpolation. Clearly, the three directions

include the horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions.

Fig.2.2 shows three interpolation patterns along the horizontal, vertical and diago-

nal directions respectively, where the ’dot’ symbol represents the known pixels (orig-

inal pixels of the input image), and the symbol ’circle’ represents the interpolated

pixels. The interpolated pixel values are determined by two sides. One is the direct

interpolated value calculated by a set of parabolic equations formed using the known

pixels; the other is the weighted result of its neighbor pixels already known. Therefore,

if the weight of the direct interpolated value is k(k < 1), and the sum of the weights

of the neighbor pixels is (1− k). The weight of each neighbor pixel is determined by

the reciprocal of the distance from itself to the interpolated pixel.

For example, to illustrate pixel interpolation along the horizontal direction, as

shown in Fig. 2.2, C(i − 1, j) is a typical pixel for interpolation, whose adjacent pix-

els (i.e., C(i − 1, j − 1) and C(i − 1, j + 1)) along the horizontal direction are al-
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p(i − 3,j − 1), p(i − 1,j − 1), p(i + 1,j − 1), and the second parabola is calculated by
p(i − 1,j − 1), p(i + 1,j − 1), p(i + 3,j − 1). Therefore, we can compute two interpolated
values at (i, j − 1), which are labeled as h1 and h2. In addition, the six known pixels with
the smallest distances to the p(i,j − 1) are p(i − 1,j − 3), p(i + 1,j − 3), p(i − 1,j − 1),
p(i + 1,j − 1), p(i − 1,j + 1), p(i + 1,j + 1), respectively. Therefore, the p(i,j − 1) value can
be calculated by the following weighted results.

p i; j−1ð Þ ¼ k
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p(i − 3,j − 1), p(i − 1,j − 1), p(i + 1,j − 1), and the second parabola is calculated by
p(i − 1,j − 1), p(i + 1,j − 1), p(i + 3,j − 1). Therefore, we can compute two interpolated
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Figure 2.2: Example of computing interpolated pixels using PI along: (a) horizontal, (b) ver-
tical, and (c) diagonal direction.

ready known. In fact, there are both two already known pixels on the left and right

sides of C(i − 1, j) along the horizontal direction. Therefore, we can obtain two

parabolas by different combinations of these known pixels. More specifically, the first

parabola is determined by C(i − 1, j − 3), C(i − 1, j − 1), C(i − 1, j + 1), and the

second parabola is determined by C(i − 1, j − 1), C(i − 1, j + 1), C(i − 1, j + 3).

With the equations determined by the two parabolas, we can calculate two inter-

polated values at (i − 1, j), which are denoted as g1 and g2. The general frame-
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work of interpolation using the set of parabolic equation is discussed in chapter 3.

Moreover, the six known pixels with the smallest distances to the C(i − 1, j) are

C(i − 1, j − 1), C(i − 1, j + 1), C(i + 1, j − 1), C(i + 1, j + 1), C(i − 3, j − 1)

and C(i− 3, j + 1), respectively. Consequently, the C(i− 1, j) value is calculated by

the weighted results of g1, g2, and the six known pixels as follows in Eq. 2.5.

C(i− 1, j) = k
∑2

i=1
gi
2

+ (1− k)
[C(i−1,j−1)+C(i−1,j+1)+

√
5

5
C(i+1,j−1)+

√
5

5
C(i+1,j+1)+

√
5

5
C(i−3,j−1)+

√
5

5
C(i−3,j+1)]

4
√
5

5
+2

(2.5)

For detailed interpolation of pixels along the other two directions (vertical and di-

agonal), and pixels on the image border, see [49]. With relatively higher computational

complexity, this technique produces better quality interpolated image compared to oth-

ers which is demonstrated in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: PSNR Comparison of Different Existing Interpolation Techniques

Test Image NNI BI NMI INP ENMI PI

Airfield 21.208 24.757 25.682 24.716 25.876 26.314
Baboon 20.347 22.32 22.263 21.754 22.721 23.032
Barbara 22.579 24.545 24.499 23.932 24.054 24.935
Boats 23.928 27.51 28.197 27.421 29.198 30.644
Bridge 21.829 24.747 25.109 24.412 25.719 25.775
Couple 23.374 25.896 25.71 24.858 26.582 29.163
Elaine 27.815 31.163 31.03 30.367 31.845 32.116
Goldhill 26.01 29.348 29.877 29.142 30.528 30.69
Lena 25.984 30.382 31.832 30.715 33.493 33.922

Average 23.675 26.741 27.133 26.369 27.780 28.510

Table 2.1 demonstrates the comparison of the existing interpolation techniques dis-

cussed above in terms of peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR). It is evident that PI by

Zhang et al. [49] offers the best possible interpolated image quality so far.
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2.3 Embedding Techniques based on Interpolation

2.3 Embedding Techniques based on Interpolation

We now briefly discuss the use of interpolation techniques for data embedding in IRDH

schemes. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the uses of interpolation in IRDH schemes are

mainly found for: (i) computing prediction errors (PEE-based schemes [40, 41, 53]),

(ii) computing embeddable bits (DLE-based schemes [25, 45, 46]), and (iii) combina-

tion of both [48]. An IRDH scheme with PEE computes the predicted errors from the

cover image and interpolated image, and the secret data are embedded by modifying

the predicted errors in a subset of original pixels. Here, reversibility of these schemes

depends on the PEE process. In contrast, an IRDH scheme with DLE embeds secret

data only in the interpolated pixels by replacing their LSBs, keeping the original pix-

els untouched. This embedding is particularly useful in applications like medical and

military imaging, where minimum changes in the cover images (i.e., original pixels)

are usually restricted [50, 55–59].

We note that in IRDH schemes with PEE, both down-sampling and up-sampling

are used successively to retain the size of interpolated and cover images unchanged for

computing their predicted errors. Unlike this, only up-sampling is used to compute the

interpolated image in IRDH schemes with DLE. So, the cover image can be completely

restored by down-sampling the embedded image (i.e., by discarding its interpolated

pixels). The interpolated image, if required, can be obtained by re-interpolation of the

cover image.

Among the above types of IRDH scheme, DLE-based schemes are relatively simple

and offer better user access control. This means that, while the secret data may be

extracted by an authorized user (i.e., who has the privilege to obtain the embedded

data), the cover image may be independently restored by any user who wants to see

it original. For this purpose, a suitable cryptographic tool with private or public keys

may be employed for encrypting payload, which is beyond the scope of the thesis. In
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2.3 Embedding Techniques based on Interpolation

summary, IRDH schemes with DLE have several advantages over its counterpart as

noted below:

• embedding and extraction processes are relatively simple

• no location map is required

• embedded image being up-sampled provides a higher spatial resolution

• the original pixels remain untouched (required in some military and medical

applications)

• instant recovery of the cover image (with or without extraction of embedded

data) by down-sampling

• better user access control to the embedded data and cover image, and

• relatively higher embedding capacity with reasonably better image quality.

Considering the above advantages of DLE, we limit our further review in this re-

search, with the development of a DLE-based IRDH scheme. The embedding tech-

niques in some prominent DLE-based IRDH schemes are addressed in the following

subsections.

2.3.1 Jung & Yoo’s embedding

The interpolated image, C obtained using NMI (see Sec 2.3.1) is utilized for embed-

ding in Jung & Yoo’s IRDH scheme. For embedding secret data, the interpolated image

C is partitioned into a set of 2 × 2 non-overlapping blocks. Each block contains one

original pixel and three interpolated pixels. In each block, the number of embeddable

bits for an interpolated pixel is computed from the difference value between the inter-

polated and original pixels. Thus, the embeddable data-bits are successively added to

an interpolated pixel to obtain respective embedded pixel.

Let the four pixels in a 2×2 non-overlapping block are y0, y1, y2, and y3, where y0 is

the original pixel and remaining are the interpolated pixels. The number of embeddable
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2.3 Embedding Techniques based on Interpolation

bits n1, n2 and n3 are computed from their difference, dk for k ∈ {1, 2, 3} using

Eq. (2.6a). Now, the set of secret data bits, b1, b2 and b3 of length n1, n2 and n3

are embedded in y1, y2 and y3, respectively to obtain their embedded pixels, y′k using

Eq. (2.6b).

For all 2× 2 blocks with k ∈ {1, 2, 3}:

dk = yk − y0

nk = b log2 |dk| c

 (2.6a)

y′k = yk + bk

where bk is the decimal of nk bit data.

 (2.6b)

The Jung & Yoo’s IRDH scheme [45] is computationally simple. But, the utiliza-

tion of the difference between the original pixels and interpolated pixels in a small

2 × 2 block limits the number of embeddable bits. As a result, the overall embedding

rate-distortion performance of the scheme has later been improved with higher block

size and better interpolation techniques [46, 48].

2.3.2 Lee & Huang’s embedding

Lee & Huang [46] modified the embedding technique of Jung & Yoo for better rate-

distortion performance. To increase the number of embeddable bits, a higher difference

value is utilized than the Jung & Yoo’ scheme. In other words, the difference between

an interpolated pixel and the largest original pixel in a 2×2 original pixel neighborhood

is used. Finally, the embedded pixel is obtained by embedding the pre-determined

number of secret data bits in an interpolated pixel.

Lee & Huang [46] uses INP-based interpolated image for data embedding. Partic-

ularly, in Lee & Huang’s [46] scheme, for embedding data, the INP-based interpolated
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2.3 Embedding Techniques based on Interpolation

image, C is first partitioned into 3× 3 overlapping blocks containing four original pix-

els in each block to compute block-wise largest original pixel, MV . Then, C is again

partitioned into 2 × 2 non-overlapping blocks such that we get an individual MV for

each 2×2 block. Now, for a 2×2 block with the interpolated pixels, yk : k ∈ {1, 2, 3}

and MV , difference values, dk and corresponding embeddable bits, nk are calculated

using Eq. (2.7). Finally, the decimal values of each nk-bit of secret data, bk are embed-

ded in yk using Eq. (2.6b), and thus the embedded pixels, y′k are obtained, and so the

embedded image Iem.

For all 2× 2 blocks with k ∈ {1, 2, 3}:

dk = MV − yk

nk = b log2 |dk| c

 (2.7)

The above INP-based IRDH scheme utilizes the maximum difference value for

embedding and showed better rate-distortion performance over the NMI-based IRDH

scheme. Unlike the Jung & Yoo’s scheme, consideration of the largest original pixels

(out of 4 original pixels) increased the number of embeddable bits in the Lee &

Huang’s scheme. Thus a higher embedding capacity with reasonably better embedded

image quality than the earlier IRDH schemes was demonstrated. However, successive

development of IRDH scheme in [48, 49] reported further improved embedding

rate-distortion performance.

2.3.3 Chang et al.’s embedding

Chang et al. [48] later proposed a new IRDH scheme with ENMI technique and two-

level embedding. For two-level embedding, Chang et al.’s scheme employed combined

embedding process of DLE and PEE. Particularly, in the first phase, the number of
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2.3 Embedding Techniques based on Interpolation

embeddable bits are calculated from the difference values between the interpolated

pixels and corresponding original pixels. Unlike Jung & Yoo’s and Lee & Huang’s

schemes, the decimal value of the pre-determined set of embeddable data bits is added

or subtracted from the interpolated pixel to reduce the embedding distortion. In the

second phase, the histogram of the difference image between the embedded image

(obtained in the first phase) and original image is modified to obtain the final embedded

image with better visual quality.

So, in this scheme, secret data are embedded using the difference of input image, I

and interpolated image, C, followed by an HS-based embedding. In the first phase, the

number of embeddable bits, nem for the interpolated pixels in C, are calculated from

the difference values, D using Eq. (2.8).

D(i, j) = C(i, j)− I(i, j) ∀i, j : (i, j) mod 2 6= 0 (2.8a)

nem(i, j) = round ( log2 |D(i, j)| )− 1 (2.8b)

The embedded image Iem1 is obtained by embedding the data bits, d using Eq. (2.9)

and (2.10).
Iem1(i, j) = C(i, j) ∀ i, j : (i, j) mod 2 = 0 (2.9)

For all i, j such that (i, j) mod 2 6= 0:

Iem1(i, j) =



C(i, j) + d if I(i, j) ≥ C(i, j)

C(i, j)− d if I(i, j) < C(i, j)

where d is the decimal value of

nem(i, j)− bit data padded with’1’ at the LSB.

(2.10)
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In the second phase, a new difference, D′ computed from Iem to C and then the

histogram of D′ is shifted for embedding data in Iem. While this second phase of

embedding further increases the embedding capacity, it mainly improves the embedded

image quality, since the difference of the first phase embedded image is distributed over

the second phase embedded image.

Therefore, with ENMI, Chang et al.’s scheme achieved a better quality embedded

image than the previous schemes. Yet, the use of difference image in the second level

of embedding makes the scheme non-blind. This means that Chang et al.’s scheme

requires a set of the original pixels for extracting the data embedded in the first phase

of embedding. Additionally, for complete recovery of the original pixels, their orig-

inal LSBs (substituted with data-bits in embedding) are required to be stored as side

information resulting in lower effective embedding capacity.

2.3.4 Zhang et al.’s embedding

Zhang et al.’s scheme [49] utilized PI for image up-sampling and The relation between

the interpolated value and the mean value of a set of original pixels in a particular di-

rection was used to embed secret bits. The secret message is embedded into the in-

terpolated pixels without changing the original pixels. Fig.2.3 shows a 5 × 5 matrix

as a basic unit for data embedding. Fig.2.3 illustrates a basic pattern, where the sym-

bol ’dot’ represents the original pixels, and ’circle’ represents the interpolated pixels.

Total eight sequences Si(i = 1, 2, · · · , 8) are found from the matrix according to the

directions in each 5 × 5 block. For each sequence, the 1st , 3rd and 5th pixels are

the original pixels and their values are kept unchanged, while the remaining two in-

terpolated pixels are modified to embed secret bits. Let the five successive pixels in a

sequence be r1, r2, r3, r4 and r5. The value of r2 is y, and the mean value of r1 and r3

is u. The difference d is calculated by the equation d = y − buc. A large value of |d|
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We calculate interpolated pixels from top to bottom and left to right according
to the above interpolation rules. If the interpolation result is a floating number, it
is rounded to form a pixel value. If the overflow happens during interpolation,
the interpolated pixels are replaced with 0 or 255. After all calculations, an
interpolated image is obtained for embedding secret data.

2.2 Embedding procedure

In the process of data embedding, the secret message is embedded into the interpo-
lated pixels without changing the original pixels. Here, we take the 5 × 5 matrix as a
basic unit for data embedding. Figure 4 illustrates a basic pattern, where the symbol
“●” represents the original pixels, and “○” represents the interpolated pixels.

(a) Matrix Q sized 5 5  (b) Interpolated result P sized 10 10

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 165 165 166 166 167 167 167 167 167 167 

2 165 165 166 166 167 167 167 167 167 167 

3 165 165 165 166 167 168 168 168 167 167 

4 165 165 165 165 166 168 168 168 167 166 

5 166 166 165 164 165 166 166 166 166 166 

6 167 167 164 162 163 164 164 164 165 166 

7 163 163 162 162 162 162 162 163 163 163 

8 159 159 161 162 161 160 161 162 162 161 

9 157 157 160 161 161 161 161 161 161 161 

10 157 157 160 161 162 162 160 159 161 162 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 165 166 167 167 167 

2 165 165 168 168 166 

3 167 162 164 164 166 

4 159 162 160 162 161 

5 157 161 162 159 162 

Fig. 3 The matrix Q and its interpolated result P. a Matrix Q sized 5 × 5 b Interpolated result P sized 10 × 10

j j+1 j+2 j+3 j+4

i 

i+1

i+2

i+3

i+4

Fig. 4 5 × 5 matrix P in the
interpolated image

Multimed Tools Appl

Figure 2.3: Example of the framework of Zhang et al. embedding.

means a large change made to the interpolated pixel, which brings a greater distortion

to stego-image. In fact, different images have different numbers of pixels with a large

|d|.

Therefore, to avoid significantly degraded visual quality of the stego-image due

to the change of pixels during embedding with a large |d|, a threshold is to limit the

change range of pixels. Particularly, if |d| is less than the threshold, only then the

interpolated pixels would be used for data embedding.

In this case, the number of embedded bits nem can be determined by the equation:

nem = b log2 |d|+ 1 c (2.11)

The embedding operation is implemented by adding the decimal value of secret

bits to the interpolated pixels or subtracting it from the interpolated pixels. The adding

or subtracting result either may be closer to the mean ȳ2. So, the embedding way

is determined by the shape of parabola obtained by the three original pixels. The

embedding operation is classified into three cases according to the coefficient, ‘a’ of

the parabolic equation ax2 + by + c = y.

Case 1. If a < 0 and the parabola with a downward opening. In this case, data bits

are embedded into the interpolated pixel such that, the stego-pixel close to
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the mean and not exceed the interpolated value. Suppose that the decimal

value of these secret bits is n1 . The stego-pixel value will be

y′ = y − n1 (2.12)

Case 2. If a > 0 and the parabola with an upward opening, secret bits are embedded

into the interpolated pixel. Suppose the decimal value of these secret bits is

n2 . Thus, the stego-pixel value is calculated by Eq. (2.13) .

y′ = y + n2 (2.13)

Case 3. If a = 0 and the parabola degenerates to a line, the number of secret bits

embedded into the interpolated pixels is l. Suppose that the decimal value of

secret bits is n3 and the mean value of the nine original pixels in the 5 × 5

matrix is M . Thus, the stego-pixel value is calculated by Eq. (2.14) .

y′ =


y + n3 if |y + n3 +M | ≤ |y − n3 −M |

y − n3 otherwise
(2.14)

Although the consideration of overlapping and directional approach (for both the

interpolation and embedding) helps generate a better quality embedded image with

higher embedding rate, the scheme eventually remains computationally expensive.

Moreover, the above IRDH schemes offer improved interpolated image quality for

high embedding capacity, and they do not account for any varying capacity require-

ment. In summary, there is still need for a more computationally efficient embedding

technique of IRDH scheme that offers a better rate-distortion performance particularly

for varying embedding capacity requirements.
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2.4 Scope of Improvement

The key potentials and limitations of the above prominent IRDH schemes are now

summarized below.

The Jung & Yoo’s NMI-based IRDH scheme [45] is advantageous with its simple

computation and high data embedding rate. But, the number of embeddable bits

remains very limited, since it is determined from the difference between the original

pixels and interpolated pixels of a small block of size 2×2. That embedding technique

offers better embedded image quality, which is further improved later in [46] with

the consideration of higher size (3 × 3) image blocks. Particularly, in the Lee &

Huang’s INP-based IRDH scheme [46], the maximum difference value for embedding

is utilized to demonstrate a better rate-distortion performance over the NMI-based

IRDH scheme.

With a more efficient interpolation technique (ENMI), Chang et al.’s [48] scheme

later achieved a higher image quality than the previous schemes. But, this scheme is

non-blind, which means that it requires either the difference image |C−I| or the cover

image I for extracting the data embedded in the first phase of embedding. Addition-

ally, for complete recovery of the original pixels (which are replaced by the interpo-

lated pixels and used for embedding), their original LSBs are required to be stored

as side information resulting in lower effective embedding capacity. In other words,

although a combination of both the DLE and PEE in IRDH scheme has also been re-

ported in [48] to offer better image quality and higher embedding capacity, the above

mentioned advantages of DLE may no longer exist. For example, the scheme can be

semi-reversible and original pixels cannot be preserved intact.

Zhang et al. later employed Parabolic interpolation for data embedding. They de-

termined the embedding approach according to the shape of the parabola obtained from

three original pixels in different directions. Zhang et al.’s scheme [49] improves the
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Table 2.2: Summary of Existing DLE-based IRDH Schemes

Schemes Interpolation Embedding Remarks

Jung & Yoo [45] NMI Pixel differencing
for a 2× 2 sub-block

• Interpolation-based reversible
data hiding scheme was first pro-
posed.
• Simple computation and high
embedding rate.
• No consideration of varying ca-
pacity requirement.

Lee & Huang
[46]

INP Pixel differencing
for a 3× 3 sub-block

• Improved interpolation and data
embedding algorithms.
• increased the embedded image
quality and embedding capacity.
• No consideration of varying ca-
pacity requirement.

Chang et al. [48] ENMI LSB and histogram
modification

• Enhanced NMI was used to
increase the image quality.
• histogram modification was for
high embedding capacity.
• Non-blind extraction.
• No consideration of varying
capacity requirement.

Zhang et al. [49] PI Pixel differencing
utilizing the shape
of parabola obtained

• Improved interpolated and
embedded Image quality.
• Computationally costly interpo-
lation.
• No consideration of varying
capacity requirement.

interpolated and embedded image quality both. However, it seems computationally

costly. Table 2.2 represents a summary for a quick review on the existing DLE based

IRDH schemes.

Existing IRDH schemes discussed above, although improved the quality of both the

interpolated and embedded images with high embedding capacity, they do not account

for any varying capacity requirement. Consideration of varying capacity requirement

is important, because: for practical applications, payload size usually varies that has

remained disregarded. One possible reason for this, it is generally assumed that em-

bedding will continue for the last bit of payload. However, this would result in a low
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quality embedded image due to non-uniform distribution of distortion in the image.

This means that, within the maximum embedding capacity limit, embedding of

varying size payloads may result in the same level of distortion, which is not desir-

able and can be effectively managed using a suitably designed adaptive embedding

process. So, the current state of the IRDH schemes demands a computationally effi-

cient and suitable adaptive embedding process that offers a better rate-distortion per-

formance. In summary, there is still need for a suitable adaptive embedding process of

IRDH scheme that offers a better rate-distortion performance particularly for varying

embedding capacity requirements.

Therefore, this research aims at contributing to the development of an adaptive

IRDH scheme with more specific focus and plausible outcomes are as follows.

• Use of a better interpolation technique is an important consideration for an IRDH

scheme, since the embedded image quality also depends on the interpolated im-

age quality. Zhang et al.’s [49] PI technique discussed in Sec. 2.2.5 offers better

interpolated image quality, but it is computationally expensive. So, a simplified

parabolic interpolation (SPI) technique is developed for efficient up-sampling of

the input image with similar or better image quality.

• For varying capacity requirement, a generalized capacity control parameter is

formulated and employed in developing a new adaptive embedding process to

deterministically allocate the room for embedding. Thus instead of always con-

sidering a maximum possible embedding capacity of an image, embedding rate

is adaptively managed to attain a given embedding capacity requirement.

• The work in this thesis also aims to offer better embedded image quality. This is

ensured with a closer estimate of the embeddable pixel.

• Computational models of all key processes of the proposed IRDH scheme are

developed.
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2.5 Chapter Summary

• Rate-distortion performance of the proposed IRDH scheme is evaluated, ana-

lyzed and validated with the recently reported prominent IRDH schemes.

Thus technical details of the proposed high capacity adaptive IRDH scheme is

modeled and discussed in Chapter 3. Experimental results and comparison with

existing IRDH schemes are demonstrated in Chapter 4.

2.5 Chapter Summary

A comprehensive detail study of the existing prominent IRDH schemes is carried in

this chapter. Different IRDH schemes [45, 46, 48, 49] have contributed for attaining

good embedding rate distortion performance. Even though none of the schemes con-

siders varying capacity requirement which leads this research towards the development

of an adaptive IRDH scheme which has been presented in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3

A NEW DATA HIDING SCHEME

3.1 Introduction

All the schemes discussed in the previous chapter offer good image quality and high

embedding capacity. However, as mentioned earlier, none of them considers an adap-

tive approach to attain varying capacity requirement, which is a very significant issue

in many applications of RDH schemes.

To attain the varying capacity requirement within the maximum capacity limit,

employing an adaptive embedding in IRDH scheme is a solution. So, our research

specially focuses on developing a suitable adaptive embedding technique that will ac-

count for varying size payloads and ensures uniform distribution of distortion to pro-

duce high quality embedded images. With this aim, we Develop an IRDH scheme with

a simplified interpolation and adaptive data embedding technique.

This chapter presents the gradual development of our new adaptive IRDH scheme

with specific algorithmic and technical details of a computationally efficient simpli-

fied interpolation, the adaptive embedding and extraction techniques. We propose a

simplified parabolic interpolation (PI) (we, call it SPI) for image up-sampling. For

embedding, formal definition of the embedding condition and capacity control param-

eter are also presented and finally we present our data embedding and extraction tech-

niques. Meaningful examples, necessary explanations, and comparative studies have

been presented for supporting the proposed research work.
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Figure 3.1: General framework of the proposed IRDH scheme

3.2 General Framework of the Proposed Scheme

A general framework of our proposed IRDH scheme is presented in Fig. 3.1. An

input image is up-sampled with a suitable factor, the payload is embedded in the up-

sampled image (interpolated image) with a formally defined capacity control parameter

to obtain the embedded image. The embedded image, while transmitted through a

shared communication channel, can be down-sampled to restore the original image

and the payload can be extracted using the extraction technique.

Three main processes of the scheme (i.e., image up-sampling, embedding, and

extraction) are modelled and discussed with their technical and algorithmic details

in sub-sequent sections. Without losing continuity with the notations introduced in

Chapter 2, we note that we adopt the general notations of the data hiding framework

from [13, 60], which is summarized in Table 3.1. We also differentiate between the

embeddable and interpolated pixels as such the embeddable pixels are a sub-set of

interpolated pixels, where the payload is embedded in. The other interpolated pixels

(i.e., the last three interpolated pixels, see the last paragraph of Sec. 3.4.2) are used to

carry any side information required to execute the extraction and recovery processes.
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Table 3.1: Key Nomenclature for the Proposed IRDH Framework

Notation Term

I input image of size M ×N × L (i.e., a set of M ×N pixels)

M number of pixels in a row of I: M ∈ N

N number of pixels in a column of I: N ∈ N

L bit-depth of an image, L ∈ N

F up-sampling factor, F ∈ N

Iup initialized up-sampled image of size (FM − 1)× (FN − 1)× L, i.e., Iup − I = {0}

I ′up up-sampled image of size (FM − 1)× (FN − 1)× L with interpolated pixels

C interpolated or cover image of size FM × FN × L

Iem embedded image of size FM × FN × L

y an image pixel

n bit-length of y as in Eq. (3.4)

nem number of embeddable bits of y as in Eq. (3.3)

yi, yi,j y of ith or (i, j)th position in 1D or 2D array, respectively, which also applies to y′

y′ an embedded pixel

data set of payload bits, {0, 1}γ

γ embedding capacity requirement (i.e., size of payload in bits, γ = ||data||)

T capacity control parameter (i.e., number of unchanged MSBs in y ∈ C − I)

IHblock, I
′
Hblock 1× 5 size image block of horizontal pixels: IHblock ⊂ Iup and I ′Hblock ⊂ I ′up

IV block, I
′
V block 1× 5 size image block of vertical pixels: IV block ⊂ Iup and I ′V block ⊂ I ′up

IDblock, I
′
Dblock 1× 5 size image block of diagonal pixels: IDblock ⊂ Iup and I ′Dblock ⊂ I ′up

Ec total embedding capacity in bits

3.3 Image Up-Sampling

As we discussed in Sec 2.2.5, parabolic interpolation (PI) reported by Zhang et al. [49]

offers the best possible interpolated image quality so far. Zhang et al. used parabolic

interpolation in all possible direction in an input image and took a weighted average of

the interpolated values in different directions and the neighborhood pixels as the final

interpolated value. It results in high computational complexity in terms of runtime

(see Sec. 4.3). So, we simplify the PI to reduce the computational complexity with

reasonably good image quality. We discuss the general framework of PI first followed

by its use in modelling the proposed SPI technique for up-sampling an input image.
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pixel position :   𝑖 = 1       𝑖 = 2      𝑖 = 3      𝑖 = 4      𝑖 = 5  

pixel value :  

 pixel :  P1  P2  P3  P4  P5  
 

 

 

 

y1 y2  y3 y4  y5 

Figure 3.2: Pixel-arrangement for PI.

3.3.1 General framework of PI

A general framework of parabolic interpolation (PI) is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. Let us

consider a block of five consecutive pixels, {yi} : yi ∈ {0, 2L − 1} with respective

pixel positions, i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 5}, where L is the bit-depth of the given image. With

this setting, the known pixels are {yi} : i ∈ {1, 3, 5} and the other two are the up-

sampled pixels, i.e., {yi} : i ∈ {2, 4} that are unknown and computed using PI.

a.12 + b.1 + c = y1

a.32 + b.3 + c = y3

a.52 + b.5 + c = y5


(3.1)

y2 = a.22 + b.2 + c

y4 = a.42 + b.4 + c

 (3.2)

For computing the unknown pixels, y2 and y4, a set of three parabolic equations of

the form a.i2+b.i+c = yi are obtained with the three known pixels as in Eq. (3.1). The

coefficients, a, b, and c are then obtained from the solution of these equations, which

are used to compute the y2 and y4 as in Eq. (3.2).

3.3.2 Proposed SPI technique

An original image is up-sampled using interpolation with a suitable scaling factor. As

discussed in Chapter 1, a cover image is required to be up-sampled not only for a higher

embedding rate but also for complete and independent recovery (i.e., independent of

the extraction techniques) of the cover image.
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In our SPI technique, the general computation of PI, discussed above is applied

in each directional block (i.e., horizontal, vertical and diagonal) in an image and this

process continues for all blocks to compute the complete interpolated image. Our SPI-

based up-sampling is modeled as interp (·), key steps of which are explained with

important notes in Algorithm 1.

Particularly, interp (·) takes the original image, I and the factor, F as in-

put to output an interpolated image, C. An up-sampled image is initialized with

Algorithm 1: interp (I, F )

Input(s): I , F
Output(s): C
Begin
1 (M,N)← size (I) . number of rows and columns of I
2 Iup ← upsample (I,M,N, F ) . up-sampling I to Iup by factor F to a size
FM − 1× FN − 1

3 {IHblock} ← hbolck (Iup) . divides Iup into a set of overlapping horizontal blocks of
size 1× 5

4 {IV block} ← vbolck (Iup) . divides Iup into a set of overlapping vertical blocks of size
1× 5

5 {IDblock} ← dbolck (Iup) . divides Iup into a set of overlapping diagonal blocks of size
1× 5

6 for all IHblock ⊂ Iup do
7 I ′Hblock ← parabolic (IHblock) . computes interpolated pixels in IHblock
8 end for
9 for all IV block ⊂ Iup do

10 I ′V block ← parabolic (IV block) . computes interpolated pixels in IV block
11 end for
12 for all IDblock ⊂ Iup do
13 I ′Dblock ← parabolic (IDblock) . computes interpolated pixel sin IDblock
14 end for
15 I ′up ← construct ({I ′Hblock}, {I ′V block}, {I ′Dblock}) . updates Iup with I ′Hblock, I ′V block

and I ′Dblock
16 C ← pad

(
I ′up
)

. padding in the last row and last column of I ′up to make its size
FM × FN

17 Return C
End
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Figure 3.3: Directions in a block for SPI-based image up-sampling: (a) horizontal, (b) vertical
and (c) diagonal.

upsample (·) that inserts interleaving zero columns and zero rows in I . Thus, an

FM − 1 × FN − 1 sized image, Iup is computed with the M × N sized I , which

is later divided into a set of overlapping blocks of size 1 × 5 by scanning pixels in

horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions as showed in Fig. 3.3. Thus, as in Step

3-5 of the algorithm, {IHblock}, {IV block} and {IDblock} are the sets of horizontal, ver-

tical and diagonal blocks obtained from the functions, hblock (·), vblock (·) and

dblock (·), respectively.

Each directional block contains five consecutive pixels, where the 1st, 3rd and 5th

pixels are the original, and the 2nd and 4th pixels are the newly inserted zero pixels,

whose values are to be computed using Eq. (3.1) and (3.2) as defined in Steps 9-14

of Algorithm 1 with parabolic (·). Newly inserted zero pixel values of {IHblock},

{IV block} and {IDblock} are thus replaced with the interpolated values, which yields

their respective interpolated blocks, {I ′Hblock}, {I ′V block} and {I ′Dblock}. These interpo-

lated blocks are then combined to construct I ′up using the function, construct (·).

The last row and last column of I ′up is replicated as padded pixels to make the image

size FM × FN using pad (·) in Step 16. For example, with F = 2, an input image I

of size M ×N is finally up-sampled to an interpolated image, C of size 2M × 2N .

We note that the value of F is considered here to be a multiple of 2. For any higher
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3.4 A New Adaptive Embedding

value of F , the up-sampling process with F = 2 will thus repeat F
2

times (e.g., two

times for F = 4), which may be needed for any higher capacity requirement as pointed

out in Sec. 2.4). For simplicity, we consider here that I is of size 256× 256, and with

F = 2, C would be of size 512 × 512. Main steps of up-sampling for constructing C

from I are again summarized below.

Step 1: A number of empty rows and columns are inserted interleaving the original

rows and columns of the input image, I . Thus, a 2M − 1 × 2N − 1 sized

up-sampled image, C is constructed.

Step 2: The up-sampled image, C is considered as a number of overlapping blocks

either in the horizontal, vertical, or diagonal direction at a time. Each block

consists of five consecutive pixels among which three are original pixels and

the rest two are the up-sampled pixels.

Step 3: Interpolated values of all the up-sampled pixels in each block of C are

computed using parabolic interpolation (for the general framework see,

Sec. 3.3.1).

Step 4: C is updated with the interpolated pixel values computed in Step 3.

Step 5: Finally, necessary padding is done in the last row and last column of C to

make its size 2M × 2N . We used padding that replicates the border pixels

(i.e., pixels in the (2M − 1)th row and (2N − 1)th column) of C to its 2M th

row and 2N th column and returns the final interpolated image.

3.4 A New Adaptive Embedding

We employ the proposed SPI technique in a new adaptive embedding. In our proposed

embedding technique, a pseudo-random set of given data bits data are embedded into

the interpolated pixels (we call them embeddable pixels) as payload, keeping the origi-
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Figure 3.4: Structure of a part of an interpolated image, where dot and cross represent the
up-sampled or interpolated pixels and original pixels, respectively.

nal pixels untouched in an interpolated image, C. For example, see Fig. 3.4, a part ofC

is shown with the cross-and dot-marks denoting original pixels and embeddable pixels,

respectively. Initially, LSBs of the interpolated pixels are investigated to be used for

embedding payload either in their original or complement form for minimizing embed-

ding distortion. A flag bit is used to track whether the embedded data is original or its

complement required for extracting the payload. Finally, that embedding technique is

revised reinvestigating the correlation between the embeddable pixels and the payload

bits avoiding the use of any flag bit to ensure significant increment in the embedding

capacity further. Thus the main contribution of this thesis i.e., the new adaptive em-

bedding technique is presented in the following two main subsections: (i) adaptive

embedding with flag, and (ii) adaptive embedding without flag.

3.4.1 Proposed adaptive embedding with flag

Towards the development of an adaptive embedding technique, a capacity control pa-

rameter is employed to allocate the room for embedding. A closer estimate of the

embeddable pixels using either the original or the complement of the payload bits is

computed to minimize embedding distortion. To track the versions of the embedded

bits a flag bit is used.

For a given interpolated (embeddable) pixel, y, number of embeddable bit, nem is

determined from the conditions given in Eq. (3.3) based on the bit length, n and the
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3.4 A New Adaptive Embedding

capacity controlling parameter, T .

nem =


2 if n ≤ 1 + T

n− T otherwise

(3.3)

Here, the bit length, n of y is determined from Eq. (3.4). A suitable value of T is

selected for different embedding capacity requirement. For an 8-bit image, T remains

in the range [1− 6].

n =


dlog2 (y)e if y > 1

1 otherwise

(3.4)

As in Eq. (3.3), 2-bit data is embedded in the LSBs of the pixel, y if n ≤ 1 + T .

This is simply accomplished by replacing the two LSBs of y by the given 2-bit data.

For the other case (i.e. if n > 1 + T ), the n − T − 1 bit of data and one flag bit (total

n − T bits) are embedded in y. In this case, T -most significant bits (MSBs) of y are

kept untouched and next n− T − 1 bits are used for data and the rest LSB is reserved

as a flag bit. The flag bit is used to indicate whether the data is embedded in its original

or complement form.

The choice of embedding the data bits either in its original or complement form

along with the flag bit is based on the difference between the versions (yd or yd̄) of

the embedded pixel, y′ and the embeddable pixel, y. Here yd is the first version of y′,

which is computed by embedding the n−T−1 bit data in y in original, keeping the flag

bit 0. Similarly, by embedding n− T − 1 bit data in its complement form keeping flag

bit 1, another version, yd̄ is computed. Finally, the embedded pixel, y′ takes either the

value of yd or yd̄, which is closer to the embeddable pixel, y as in Eq. (3.5). So, the idea

of using this flag-bit is to minimize further the distortion caused by the embedding.
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3.4 A New Adaptive Embedding

y′ =


yd if |y − yd| ≤ |y − yd̄|

yd̄ otherwise

(3.5)

Note that the value of T (e.g., 1 to 6) is stored in the LSBs of the first three original

pixels and those original LSBs are appended with the data to be embedded for blind

extraction of the embedded data. Later the LSBs of these original pixels are readily

retrieved from extracted data and these fixed three pixels can be restored.

Algorithm 2 presents our adaptive embedding with flag which is further illustrated.

The bit length n of an embeddable pixel y ∈ C is determined using Eq. (3.4). To

start with our embedding technique, as in Algorithm 2, n − T − 1 bit (if n > 1 + T ,

otherwise 2-bit) data are extracted from the given data and a flag-bit is appended to it

and thus we get n−T bit data (if n > 1 +T , otherwise 2-bit data without any flag-bit)

to be embedded in y. Before embedding these data-bits, we reset the n − T LSBs of

y, and get yr. Let the decimal value of n − T bit data is d and its complement value

is d̄ = 2n−T − d − 1. Now, for n > 1 + T , two versions of embedded pixels yd and

yd̄ are computed. The yd is obtained by embedding d in y, i.e. by adding d with yr.

Similarly, yd̄ is obtained by embedding d̄ in y. The embedding is performed according

to the condition given in Eq. (3.5), which implies that the embedded pixel y′ finally

takes either the value of yd or yd̄, which is closer to the embeddable pixel y. On the

other hand, when n ≤ 1 + T , yd is obtained by only embedding 2-bit of data without

any flag-bit in it. As discussed earlier, the flag-bit (the LSB) in d is kept ‘0’ such that

d̄ contains the flag-bit 1 to indicate that the d is complemented.

It is noted that for blind extraction, the value of T is also to be stored. It is desirable

that only the embedded image should be sufficient to extract the data and to recover

the cover image from it. To do this the value of T is stored as a 3-bit data in the

LSBs of the first three original pixels of C as pointed at line 29 of Algorithm 2. For
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3.4 A New Adaptive Embedding

Algorithm 2: embedding with flag (I, data, T, type, F )

Input(s): I , data, T , type, F
Output(s): Iem
Begin
1 Initialize:

startbit← 1
2 C ← interp (I, F, type) . up-sampling I to C
3 (M,N)← size (C) . number of rows and columns of C
4 temp← getfixedLSB (C) . returns the LSBs of the first three original pixels of C
5 data← append (temp, data) . 3-LSBs in temp are appended with data
6 for all y ∈ C do . {y} are the interpolated pixels in C
7 n← bitlength (y) . returns bit-length of y using Eq.(3.4)
8 if n ≤ 1 + T then
9 nem ← 2 . nem is the number of embeddable bits

10 yr ← resetLSB (y, nem) . resets 2-LSBs of y
11 d← getbit (data, nem, startbit) . returns decimal value of nem-bits of data

from starting bit-position, startbit
startbit← startbit+ nem
y′ ← yr + d

12 else
13 nem ← n− T
14 yr ← resetLSB (y, nem) . resets nem-LSBs of y
15 z ← getbit (data, nem − 1, startbit) . returns decimal value of nem − 1-bits

of data from starting bit-position startbit
16 d← 2 ∗ z . padding a zero flag-bit to the LSB of z
17 d̄← complement (d) . returns 2’s complement of d
18 startbit← startbit+ nem − 1

19 yd ← yr + d

20 yd̄ ← yr + d̄

21 if |y − yd| ≤ |y − yd̄| then
22 y′ ← yd

23 else
24 y′ ← yd̄
25 end if
26 end if

y ← y′ . updating y with y′

27 end for
28 Iem ← C

29 Iem ← fixedEMB (Iem, T ) . value of T is embedded in the LSBs of the first three
original pixels of Iem

30 Return Iem
End
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example, if T = 4, 3 bits of (4)10 = (100)2 are stored in LSBs of the three fixed pixels.

The original LSBs of those fixed pixels are embedded along with the data. Later, the

value of these fixed pixels can be restored by retrieving their original LSBs from the

extracted data. The embedded payload (data) can be extracted by the reverse process

of Algorithm 2.

It will be shown in Chapter 4 that the above embedding technique with flag offers

high embedding capacity with better embedded image quality. However, the embed-

ding capacity can further be significantly increased if the use of flag bit is avoided.

So, the thesis continues the investigations for the use of logical (i.e. bit-wise) corre-

lation between the embeddable pixels and two versions (i.e., original and complement)

of embedded pixels. Thereby, the use of flag-bit can be avoided to embed one more

payload bit in every place of flag-bits, which would significantly increase the embed-

ding capacity without any additional embedding distortion (see Sec. 3.4.2). Thus a

new adaptive embedding technique without flag is developed for varying size payload

embedding with the best possible embedded image quality. The following subsection

presents the new embedding without flag with algorithmic detail including more for-

mal definition of the capacity control parameter, T for adaptive embedding.

3.4.2 Proposed adaptive embedding without flag

We model the proposed embedding technique here without flag such that it can adap-

tively embed the payload into the LSBs of the embeddable pixels avoiding the use of

any flag bit as mentioned in the previous subsection.

For this, the capacity control parameter, T is defined first in Eq. (3.6) for adaptive

embedding, i.e., to attain any varying embedding capacity requirement.

T ∈ {t} ⊂ N : 1 ≤ t ≤ (L− 1) and L is the bit-depth of C (3.6)
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In general, T is a predefined number of unchanged MSBs. So, the lesser is the

value of T , the greater are the number of embeddable LSBs, and so is the embedding

capacity. However, with a higher capacity requirement, embedding distortion is

usually higher. So, a maximum possible value of T is required as such the capacity

requirement, γ is attained with the best possible embedded image quality. We model

the process of computing T in Algorithm 3, where T lies in the range [1, L − 1].

For different values of T , the embedding capacity, Ec is computed in Step 10 of

Algorithm 3 using Eq. (3.7a), which is the total number of embeddable bits, i.e.,

Algorithm 3: c.parameter (C, data, F )

Input(s): C, data, F
Output(s): T
Begin
1 Initialize:

T ← (L− 1)
γ ← size (data) . γ is the size of payload, data

2 I ← downsample (C,F ) . down-sample C by F
3 N1 ← 0 . N1 is the total pixels with two embeddable LSBs as per Eq. (3.9)
4 for all y ∈ C − I do . for all embeddable pixels in C
5 n← bitlength (y) . returns bit-length of y using Eq. (3.8)
6 if n ≤ 1 + T then
7 N1 ← (N1 + 1)

8 end if
9 end for

10 Ec ← N1 × 2 + {(F − 1)(M ×N)−N1} × (n− T ) . Ec is total embedding capacity
11 while Ec ≤ γ do
12 if T ≥ 2 then
13 T ← (T − 1)

14 repeat step 3 to step 10 . recalculate Ec for new T

15 else
16 break and reconsider F . Increase F to attain γ
17 end if
18 end while
19 Return T
End
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∑
nem for all y ∈ C − I as per Eq. (3.7a).

Algorithm 3 illustrates that with the initialized T = L − 1 (i.e., the largest value

of T ), Ec is computed to verify if the embedding capacity requirement, γ is attained.

If not, the value of T is further decreased and this process continues until Eq. (3.7b)

Algorithm 4: embedding without flag (F,C, data, T )

Input(s): C, data, F , T
Output(s): Iem
Begin
1 Initialize:

startbit← 1
2 I ← downsample (C,F ) . down-sample C by F
3 for all y ∈ C − I do . for all the embeddable pixels in C
4 n← bitlength (y) . returns bit-length of y using Eq. (3.8)
5 if n ≤ 1 + T then
6 nem ← 2 . nem is the number of embeddable bits
7 else
8 nem ← n− T
9 end if

10 p← getLSB (y, nem) . returns nem-LSBs of y
11 d← getbit (data, nem, startbit) . returns nem-bits of data from starting

bit-position, startbit
12 d̄← complement (d) . returns 2’s complement of d
13 Xd ← bitXOR (p, d) . bit-wise XOR of p and d
14 Xd̄ ← bitXOR

(
p, d̄
)

. bit-wise XOR of p and d̄
15 yd ← substituteLSB (y, d) . returns a version of embedded pixel substituting d

for nem-LSBs of y
16 yd̄ ← substituteLSB

(
y, d̄
)

. returns another version of embedded pixel
substituting d̄ for nem-LSBs of y

17 startbit← startbit+ nem

18 if |Xd| ≤ |Xd̄| then
19 y′ ← yd

20 else
21 y′ ← yd̄
22 end if
23 y ← y′ . updating y with y′

24 end for
25 Return Iem
End
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is satisfied. It is to be noted that with the lowest value of T (i.e., T = 1), the capacity

condition in Eq. (3.7b) may not be fulfilled for some large size of payload, γ. This

means that the payload size may sometimes exceed the maximum embedding capacity.

While this condition may also be true for other RDH schemes, an option to reconsider

the up-sampling factor, F to increase the number of embeddable pixels is left here.

However, we here illustrate a case of our IRDH scheme with F = 2, which may be

increased for higher embedding capacity requirement with a higher size interpolated

image.

Ec = N1 × 2 + {(F − 1)(M ×N)−N1)} × (n− T ) (3.7a)

Ec ≥ γ (3.7b)

Once T is obtained for a given capacity requirement, γ, embedding process is

invoked for embedding given payload bits. The proposed embedding is modeled in

Algorithm 4. The algorithm takes C , data, F and T as a set of inputs and returns the

embedded image, Iem. For example, with a given embeddable pixel y ∈ C − I the

bit length, n is calculated by the function bitlength (·) using Eq. (3.8). The num-

ber of embeddable LSBs, nem is then computed according to the condition given in

Eq. (3.9) by the function getnem (·). The number of embeddable LSBs, nem is then

computed according to the condition given in Eq. (3.9) by the function getnem (·).

Now, nem-number of LSBs of y is compared with the nem-bit data, d and its comple-

ment, d̄ using bit-wise XOR operation. Thus, their logical differences, Xd and Xd̄ are

computed, respectively. These Xd and Xd̄ are compared according to the condition

given in Eq. (3.10) to choose the final embedded pixel, y′ from yd and yd̄. (Here, yd

and yd̄ are the two versions of embedded pixel computed using substituteLSB (·);

the first version replaces the LSBs of y with the d, and the second one replaces the

same with d̄.) In other words, |Xd| ≤ |Xd̄| means that embeddable pixel version, yd

is closer to y. So, the embedded pixel, y′ would take the value of yd, otherwise the
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embedded pixel would be yd̄. Continuing this embedding for all embeddable pixels, an

embedded image, Iem is obtained.

n =


dlog2 (y)e if y > 1

1 otherwise

(3.8)

nem =


2 if n ≤ 1 + T

n− T otherwise

(3.9)

y′ =


yd if |Xd| ≤ |Xd̄|

yd̄ otherwise

(3.10)

However, for a blind operation of the recovery and extraction processes, the value

of both F and T are to be stored as side information in the Iem such that the cover

image can completely be recovered and the embedded data are exactly extracted from

Iem. For this, the last three interpolated pixels are excluded for embedding. In each

of these pixels, two bits of the 6-bit side information (the first 3-bits are for F and the

rest 3-bits are for T ) are embedded so that the receiver can extract these bits to execute

the extraction and recovery processes. The other interpolated pixels used for payload

embedding are defined as the embeddable pixels in Algorithm 4 and 5. So, without

loss of generality, we omit the embedding and extraction of F and T in the algorithms

assuming that this pre-processing can be employed later for a practical application

scenario.
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3.5 Data Extraction with Image Recovery

Once the embedded image is sent to the receiver as showed in Fig. 3.1, extraction of

the embedded payload bits and recovery of the original image take place. For both the

embedding techniques (with and without flag) presented in Sec. 3.4.1 and Sec. 3.4.2,

the extraction process is reversible. Since the embedding without flag offers higher

capacity with better image quality (see Sec. 4.4), without losing the generality, data

extraction with image recovery of the proposed IRDH scheme considering the embed-

ding without flag is discussed in this section only. It is modeled in Algorithm 5. The

original image, I can be restored instantly by down-sampling the embedded image,

Iem, i.e., discarding the embedded pixels and the embedded payload can be blindly

extracted from the Iem. Once the original image, I is restored, the interpolated image,

C is reconstructed using interp (·). Now, for all embedded pixels y′ ∈ Iem − I ,

the bit length, n of y′ and the number of embedded bits, nem in y′ are calculated with

bitlength (·) and getnem (·) using Eq. (3.11) and (3.9), respectively .

n =


dlog2 (y′)e if y′ > 1

1 otherwise

(3.11)

d =


b if |Xb| ≤ |Xb̄|

b̄ otherwise

(3.12)

Now, nem-number of LSBs of y′ ∈ Iem − I and corresponding y ∈ C − I are

extracted as b and p, respectively using getLSB (·). Then b and p are compared using

bit-wise XOR operation to determine if the set of embedded bits is equal to b or its com-

plement, b̄ as per Eq. (3.12). These operations are stated in Steps 13-22 of Algorithm 5.

Therefore, all the extracted payload-bits, d are concatenated by append (·) to recon-

struct the extracted payload, D (which is the same as the embedded payload, data).
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Algorithm 5: extraction (Iem, F, T )

Input(s): Iem, F , T
Output(s): D, I
Begin
1 Initialize:

D ← Null . D is an empty array to store data
2 I ← downsample (Iem, F ) . down-sample Iem by F
3 C ← interp (I, F ) . up-sampling I to C by factor F
4 {y′} ← Iem − I . {y′} are the set of embedded pixels in Iem
5 {y} ← C − I . {y} are the set of embeddable pixels in C
6 for all y′ and y do
7 n← bitlength (y′) . returns bit-length of y′ using Eq.(3.11)
8 if n ≤ 1 + T then
9 nem ← 2 . nem is the number of embeddable bits

10 else
11 nem ← n− T
12 end if
13 p← getLSB (y, nem) . returns nem-LSBs of y
14 b← getLSB (y′, nem) . returns nem-LSBs of y′

15 b̄← complement (b) . returns 2’s complement of b
16 Xb ← bitXOR (p, b) . bit-wise XOR of p and b
17 Xb̄ ← bitXOR

(
p, b̄
)

. bit-wise XOR of p and b̄
18 if |Xb| ≤ |Xb̄| then
19 d← b . data bits-are embedded in original
20 else
21 d← b̄ . data bits-are embedded in complement
22 end if
23 D ← append (D, b) . append selected data bits, b with extracted Data, D
24 end for
25 Return I , D
End

3.6 A Working Example

We now illustrate the working of the two embedding techniques with minimal example

below. Firstly, we will see an example of embedding payload into an interpolated

image with flag only. Later we will explain the IRDH scheme embedding without flag,

which includes illustration of the SPI technique for image up-sampling and pixel-wise
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(b)

Figure 3.5: A minimal example of interpolation and proposed embedding (with flag): (a) in-
terpolated version and (b) its embedded version with flag.

embedding without flag.

(1) Embedding with flag: Fig. 3.5 (a) shows an interpolated

image. Let a pseudo-random data (e.g., data = [1111000001001

100010111011101001001010111111000111101000111110000010011000 · · · ]) are

embedded into the interpolated pixels to obtain the embedded image as in Fig. 3.5 (b),

as discussed in Sec. 3.4.1 according to Algorithm 2.

Specifically, the first embeddable pixel y = 4 has bit length n = 3, so, considering

T = 4, nem = 2 as it is a case of n ≤ (1 + T ). This means that, the first 2-bit of the

given data d = (11)2 are embedded in y and respective embedded pixel is y′ = 7 (see

Fig. 3.6).

On the other hand, the next embeddable pixel y = 39 having bit length n = 6, is

a case of n > (1 + T ). So, with 1-bit (i.e., (n − T − 1) = 1) from the data (after the

last embedded bit position) and 1-bit flag, two versions of embedded pixels yd = 38

and yd̄ = 37 are computed. Since yd = 38 is closer to y = 39, so the embedded pixel

becomes y′ = yd = 38 (see Fig. 3.7).

(2) IRDH Scheme with adaptive embedding (without flag): We now briefly ex-

plain a minimal working example of the proposed IRDH scheme (with SPI and embed-

ding without flag). As illustrated in Fig. 3.8, an input image of size 3×3 is up-sampled
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3.6 A Working Example

Pixel wise Embedding example:  

Condition Fixed MSB 
Embeddable 

bits 
Flag 

Decimal 

Value 

y = 39 →  n = 6,  

T = 4  → n > 1+T 

Embeddable data: (n-T-1 

= 1) bit data and 1 bit flag 

  1 0 0 1 1 1 = 39 

Reset 2 LSBs of y ( yr )   1 0 0 1 0 0 = 36 

1 bit data    1   

data with flag bit ( d )    1 0 = 2 

Compliment of d ( d̅ )   0 1 = 1 

yd  (36 + 2 = 38) = 38 

yd̅ (36 + 1 = 37) = 37 

Embedded Pixel value (y’) Since yd is closer to y = 38 
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Embeddable 

bits 

Decimal 

Value 

y = 4 → n = 3,   

T = 4 →  n ≤ 1+T  

No. of embeddable bits = 2  

     1 0 0 = 4 

Reset 2 LSBs of y ( yr )      1 0 0 = 4 

2 bit of data (d)       1 1 = 3 

Embedded Pixel value (y’) 4 + 3 = 7 = 7 

  

 

 

 

Figure 3.6: Example of proposed embedding with flag in a given pixel : n ≤ 1 + T
Pixel wise Embedding example:  

Condition Fixed MSB 
Embeddable 

bits 
Flag 

Decimal 

Value 

y = 39 →  n = 6,  

T = 4  → n > 1+T 

Embeddable data: (n-T-1 

= 1) bit data and 1 bit flag 

  1 0 0 1 1 1 = 39 

Reset 2 LSBs of y ( yr )   1 0 0 1 0 0 = 36 

1 bit data    1   

data with flag bit ( d )    1 0 = 2 

Compliment of d ( d̅ )   0 1 = 1 

yd  (36 + 2 = 38) = 38 

yd̅ (36 + 1 = 37) = 37 

Embedded Pixel value (y’) Since yd is closer to y = 38 

 

 

Condition Fixed MSB 
Embeddable 

bits 

Decimal 

Value 

y = 4 → n = 3,   

T = 4 →  n ≤ 1+T  

No. of embeddable bits = 2  

     1 0 0 = 4 

Reset 2 LSBs of y ( yr )      1 0 0 = 4 

2 bit of data (d)       1 1 = 3 

Embedded Pixel value (y’) 4 + 3 = 7 = 7 

  

 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Example of proposed embedding with flag in a given pixel: n > 1 + T

to an image of size 6 × 6 with F = 2 and the interpolated pixels are calculated using

our SPI technique (Algorithm 1). The up-sampling of the input image is initialized

with the interleaving zero columns and zero rows as in Fig 3.8(b). The darker pixels in

the figure represent the original pixels and these pixels are kept unchanged. A direc-

tional block of five pixels is considered in all possible horizontal, vertical and diagonal

directions to compute two unknown pixels from three known pixels as mentioned in

Section 3.3.2.

For a minimal working example, we explain here the first horizontal block, where

the three known pixels are y1 = 152, y3 = 161 and y5 = 192 and the unknown pixels

are y2 and y4. We initialize the up-sampling process for the unknown pixels, y2 and y4

with zeros, which are to be replaced by the respective interpolated values. We derive

the set of three parabolic equations as in Eq. (3.1) for the known three pixels, and

solve those equations to obtain the coefficients, a = 2.75, b = −6.5 and c = 155.75.

With the values of the coefficients, we now compute the unknown pixel values using
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3.6 A Working Example

Eq. (3.2), i.e., y2 = 153.75 = 154 and y4 = 173.75 = 174, where the values are

rounded up to the nearest integer numbers. This process of obtaining two interpolated

pixels from three known pixels continues for all the directional blocks to obtain the

final interpolated image with necessary padding as illustrated in Fig 3.8(c).

We now illustrate the process of the proposed adaptive embedding without flag.

The payload, a pseudo random binary data (e.g., 110110011101101001111011111010

1000011010001100011101100010101011111000101010001001. . . ) is embedded

into the embeddable pixels (white colored cells in the figure) and the embedded image

is presented in Fig.3.8(c). The embedding process, for example, is now illustrated with

T = 5 in Fig. 3.9.

Let us consider the first embeddable pixel, y = (154)10 = (10011010)2. The

bit-length of y is n = 8, thus from Eq. 3.9, we get the number of embeddable

bits, nem = n− T = (8-5) = 3. The set of the three embeddable LSBs of y is p = 010.

On the other hand, 3 bit of payload, d = 110. This set of payload bits, d is embedded in

the embeddable LSBs of y, either in its original form (i.e. d = 110) or in complement

form (i.e. d̄ = 001). Now, the two versions of embedded pixel, yd and yd̄ can be ob-

tained by substituting d or d̄ respectively, for the set of embeddable LSBs, p. To select

the final embedded pixel, we utilize bit-wise correlation of p and d. We then compute

the value, Xd = 4 using bit-wise XOR operation of p and d, andXd̄ = 3 using bit-wise

XOR of p and d̄. According to Eq. 3.10, since |Xd| > |Xd̄, replacement of the LSBs,

p = 010 with the complement of data bits, d̄ = 001 (i.e., yd̄ version of the embedded

pixel) would cause minimum embedding distortion to the embeddable pixel, y. So, we

obtain the final embedded pixel, y′ = yd̄ = (10011001)2 = (153)10.

On the other hand, in extraction, the original image can be exactly recovered by

simply discarding the embedded pixels from the embedded image. Applying the re-

verse process of embedding, we can also completely extract the embedded payload

from the embedded pixels as explained in Sec. 3.5.
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Proposed embedding without flag 
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(d)

Figure 3.8: A minimal example of the proposed interpolation and embedding processes (with-
out flag): (a) input image, (b) initial up-sampled image, (c) interpolated image,
and (d) embedded image (the darker cells represent the original pixels).

3.7 Chapter Summary

This chapter presents the technical details of the new IRDH scheme for varying size

payload embedding with necessary working example. The proposed scheme utilizes

the SPI technique for image up-sampling and adaptive embedding for data embedding.

The embedding techniques embed the data bits either in their original form or comple-

ment form to keep the embedding distortion minimum. The performance of the new
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3.7 Chapter Summary
Pixel wise Embedding example: 11011001110 

Case Fixed MSB 
Embeddable 

bits 

Decimal 

Value 

𝑦 = 154 → 𝑛 = 8, 

𝑇 = 5 →  𝑛 > 1 + 𝑇 

∴ no of embeddable bits, 
𝑛𝑒𝑚= 𝑛 − 𝑇 =  3

1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 154 

𝑛𝑒𝑚(= 3) LSBs of 𝑦 = p 0 1 0 

𝑛𝑒𝑚(= 3) bit data = 𝑑 1 1 0 

Complement of 𝑑 =  �̅� 0 0 1 

𝑦 embedded with 𝑑 =  𝑦𝑑 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 158 

𝑦 embedded with �̅� =  𝑦�̅� 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 153 

𝑋𝑑 = 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑥𝑜𝑟(p, 𝑑) 1 0 0  4 

�̅�𝑋 = 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑥𝑜𝑟(p, 𝑑̅) 0 1 1 3 

∵ |𝑋𝑑| > |𝑋�̅�|
∴ Embedded pixel value 
 𝑦′ =  𝑦�̅�

1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1  153 

With all borbers 

Case Fixed MSB 
Embeddable 

bits 

Decimal 

Value 

𝑦 = 154 → 𝑛 = 8, 

𝑇 = 5 → 𝑛 > 1 + 𝑇 

∴ no of embeddable bits,
𝑛𝑒𝑚= 𝑛 − 𝑇 = 3 

1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 154 

𝑛𝑒𝑚(= 3) LSBs of 𝑦 = 𝑃 0 1 0 

𝑛𝑒𝑚(= 3) bit data = 𝑑 1 1 0 

Complement of 𝑑 =  �̅� 0 0 1 

𝑦 embedded with 𝑑 =  𝑦𝑑 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 158 

𝑦 embedded with �̅� =  𝑦�̅� 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 153 

𝑋𝑑 = 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑥𝑜𝑟(𝑃, 𝑑) 1 0 0 4 

𝑋�̅� = 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑥𝑜𝑟(𝑃, �̅�) 0 1 1 3 

∵ |𝑋𝑑| > |𝑋�̅�| 
∴ Embedded pixel value 
𝑦′ =  𝑦�̅�

1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 153 

Figure 3.9: An example of proposed embedding (without flag) in an embeddable pixel.

adaptive IRDH scheme (SPI-based embedding with and without flag) proposed in this

chapter is carried out in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the evaluation of the new IRDH scheme presented in Chapter 3

for its efficiency and better embedding rate -distortion performance. The performance

of the proposed scheme is validated with high capacity and better image quality com-

pared to the prominent IRDH schemes. In Sec. 4.3, we analyze the computational ef-

ficiency of the proposed SPI technique, and in Sec. 4.4, the embedding rate-distortion

performance of our IRDH scheme with and without flag are analyzed and validated by

comparing it with some prominent IRDH schemes [45, 46, 48, 49]. The experiment is

carried out for a set of standard USC-SIPI gray scale test-images [61] of size 256×256.

As mentioned in Sec. 3.3.2, we have used a factor, F = 2, for up-sampling the original

test images to a size of 512× 512.

The proposed IRDH scheme and the existing IRDH schemes [45, 46, 48, 49] were

implemented using MATLAB R2016b with a 1.3 GHz Intel core i5 CPU and 4 GB

memory. The proposed scheme developed in this research can also be re-implemented

with the technical details given in Sec. 3.3 and Sec. 3.4. However, it is to note that, with

the programming skills and platforms, the optimization of the implemented code may

vary without losing the embedding rate-distortion performance reported in this thesis.
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4.2 Evaluation Metrics

4.2 Evaluation Metrics

The embedding rate-distortion performance of our scheme is evaluated and compared

with the existing prominent IRDH schemes [45, 46, 48, 49]. The visual quality of the

interpolated and embedded images are evaluated in terms of PSNR (peak signal to

noise ratio) in dB and SSIM (structural similarity), two popular image quality metrics.

Embedding rate and capacity are expressed in terms of bpp (bit per pixel) and the total

number of embedded bits, respectively.

MSE =

∑FN
j=1

∑FM
i=1 (yi,j − y′i,j)2

FM × FN
(4.1)

PSNR = 10 log
(2L − 1)2

MSE
(4.2)

SSIM =
(2µyµy′ + c1)(2σy,y′ + c2)

(µ2
y + µ2

y′ + c1)(σ2
y + σ2

y′ + c2)
(4.3)

The PSNR values for the embedded images are computed in terms of mean square

error (MSE) as given in Eq. (4.1) and (4.2). Here, yi,j and y′i,j are the pixel values of

position (i, j) in an interpolated image and its embedded version, both of size FM ×

FN , respectively. Besides, SSIM values are computed using Eq. (4.3), where µy and

µy′ are the average values of yi,j and y′i,j , and σ2
y and σ2

y′ are the variance of yi,j and y′i,j ,

respectively; σy,y′ is the covariance of yi,j and y′i,j; and c1 = (k1L)2 and c2 = (k2L)2

are two regularization constants for the 2L − 1 dynamic range of the pixel values and

a set of small constants, k1 and k2 [62]. Here, L is the bit-depth of the images.

4.3 Computational Efficiency of the SPI Technique

As discussed in Sec. 2.2.5, parabolic interpolation (PI) reported by Zhang et al. [49]

offers better interpolated image quality among the existing techniques including BI,

NNI, NMI, INP, ENMI and PI. However, as PI technique is computationally costly, the
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4.3 Computational Efficiency of the SPI Technique

SPI technique is proposed in Sec.3.3.2. Table 4.1 demonstrates the PSNR comparison

of the SPI technique with other interpolation techniques for different USC-SIPI test im-

ages. As in Table 4.1, the interpolation PSNR for the proposed SPI is 27.159 dB in av-

erage which is slight less than the PI technique (28.51 dB). With this little compromise

in PSNR, the SPI technique offers significantly less computational time than the PI.

The computational time and efficiency of the SPI technique is compared with

Zhang et al.’s [49] PI technique in Table 4.2 in terms of their up-sampling run-time.

As demonstrated in the Table 4.2, for different test images, the average run-time for the

proposed SPI is only 1.81 sec, while that for Zhang et al.’s PI [49] is 10.68 sec. This

means that, although the PSNR values gets slightly reduced (4.7% in average) with

SPI compared to PI, the SPI takes significantly less computational time (83% less in

average) to up-sample an input image. Thus computational complexity is significantly

reduced with the SPI technique. Thereby, the overall embedding time of the proposed

scheme is also significantly reduced. While the PSNR values for the interpolated im-

ages are slightly lower, the embedded image quality obtained with our proposed IRDH

scheme eventually outperform the Zhang et al.’s scheme, which is analyzed in the

following sub-section.

Table 4.1: PSNR Comparison of SPI with Other Interpolation Techniques

Test Image NNI BI NMI INP ENMI PI SPI (Ours)

Airfield 21.208 24.757 25.682 24.716 25.876 26.314 26.117
Baboon 20.347 22.32 22.263 21.754 22.721 23.032 21.893
Barbara 22.579 24.545 24.499 23.932 24.054 24.935 23.585

Boats 23.928 27.51 28.197 27.421 29.198 30.644 28.429
Bridge 21.829 24.747 25.109 24.412 25.719 25.775 24.856
Couple 23.374 25.896 25.71 24.858 26.582 29.163 26.507
Elaine 27.815 31.163 31.03 30.367 31.845 32.116 31.030

Goldhill 26.01 29.348 29.877 29.142 30.528 30.69 29.729
Lena 25.984 30.382 31.832 30.715 33.493 33.922 32.288

Average 23.675 26.741 27.133 26.369 27.780 28.510 27.159
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Table 4.2: Performance of the PI Techniques

Test Image
PSNR (dB) Run-time (sec)

PI [49] SPI (ours) PI [49] SPI (ours) Efficiency (%)

Airfield 26.31 26.12 11.14 1.89 83.06
Baboon 23.03 21.89 10.04 1.79 82.19
Barbara 24.94 23.58 10.44 1.82 82.56
Boat 30.64 28.43 10.42 1.88 82.00
Bridge 25.78 24.86 10.48 1.82 82.63
Couple 29.16 26.51 10.20 1.79 82.49
Elaine 32.12 31.03 10.26 1.81 82.40
Goldhill 30.69 29.73 10.35 1.76 82.99
Lena 33.92 32.29 12.04 1.77 85.31

Average 28.51 27.16 10.68 1.81 83.07

We here also note that, if there is no requirement of computational efficiency, the

Zhang et al.’s [49] PI technique may be used for computing up-sampled images in the

proposed IRDH scheme. This would also improve the embedded image quality of the

scheme further.

4.4 Rate-Distortion Performance of the Proposed
Scheme

For all the schemes including the one developed and presented in this thesis, the em-

bedded image quality is evaluated with respect to the interpolated image in terms of

PSNR and SSIM. Embedding rate versus both the PSNR and SSIM values are then

compared and analyzed for different values of the capacity controlling parameter, T .

Thereby, the efficiency of the proposed scheme is demonstrated for better rate-distor-

tion performance.

We observe that the embedded images by the proposed scheme remains visually

imperceptible compared to the interpolated images. Fig. 4.1 and 4.2 demonstrate

the visual quality of interpolated and embedded versions of different test images for
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4.4 Rate-Distortion Performance of the Proposed Scheme

different values of T with the proposed scheme with flag and without flag, respectively.

Although this comparison is shown there only for a few sample test images, similar

visual quality is also obtained for the other test images. A quantitative illustration of

the rate-distortion performance is presented in Table 4.3 and 4.4 in terms of PSNR (in

dB), SSIM and embedding capacity (in total bits and bpp).

As illustrated in Table. 4.3 and 4.4, the proposed scheme with new adaptive

embedding techniques (with and without flag) offers relatively better embedded image

quality (i.e., higher values of PSNR and SSIM) that gradually increases with the

lower embedding rates and higher values of T . This is because, as mentioned in

Sec. 3.4.2, number of embeddable bits decreases (and respective embedded image

quality improves), while T increases. Thus, a trade-off between the image quality and

embedding rate are made with adaptively chosen value of T , as explained in Algo-

rithm 3, to obtain the best possible image quality for a given capacity requirement.

This holds true for both the embedding with or without flag. Moreover, for similar

embedding rates with a suitable of value of T , proposed schemes embedded with

or without flag, both are also observed to generate a better quality embedded image

compared to that obtained by the schemes in [45, 46, 48, 49].

Now let us analyze the performance of the proposed schemes with the existing

schemes in the following three subsections: (i) performance of the proposed scheme

embedded with flag (ii) performance of the proposed scheme embedded without flag

(iii) comparison between the proposed schemes embedded with and without flag.

4.4.1 Performance of the proposed scheme embedded with flag

While compared to the other schemes, the proposed scheme embedded with flag of-

fers better rate-distortion performance for the test images. It can be noted that, unlike

the proposed scheme, the other schemes have no consideration of any varying capac-
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4.4 Rate-Distortion Performance of the Proposed Scheme

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 4.1: Example of output images for proposed scheme with flag: (a) interpolated images,
(b) embedded images for T = 6, (c) embedded images for T = 5, (d) embedded
images for T = 4 and (e) embedded images for T = 3. (Images in each row, from
left: Airfield, Baboon and Elaine)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 4.2: Example of output images for proposed scheme without flag: (a) interpolated im-
ages, (b) embedded images for T = 6, (c) embedded images for T = 5, (d)
embedded images for T = 4 and (e) embedded images for T = 3. (Images in each
row, from left: Boat, Goldhill and Lena)
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4.4 Rate-Distortion Performance of the Proposed Scheme

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 4.3: Example of embedded images of: (a) Jung & Yoo, (b) Lee & Huang, (c) Chang
et al., (d) Zhang et al., (e) proposed embedding with flag and & T = 3, and
(f) proposed embedding without flag and & T = 3,

ity requirement and have demonstrated their highest embedding capacity with respec-

tive embedded image quality. So, for the maximum embedding capacity of the other

schemes, we compare their embedded image quality with that of the proposed scheme.

A few relevant observations are thus noted below.

(a) As Table 4.5 presents, among all the considered schemes, Zhang et al.’s [49]

scheme has demonstrated the maximum average embedding capacity of 585

Kbit (or 2.234 bpp) with PSNR of 26.55 dB, where the proposed scheme with

flag have the embedding capacity more than 660 Kbit (or 2.541 bpp) with a

higher PSNR of 29.40 dB for T = 3. This trend of higher embedding rate and

lower distortion of our scheme with T = 3 are also evident for individual test

images detailed in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4.
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4.4 Rate-Distortion Performance of the Proposed Scheme

(b) In other words, while the embedding rate of the proposed scheme with flag in-

creases 36.4%, 40.0%, 104.1% and 14.1% in average compared to the other

schemes [45, 46, 48, 49], PSNR values are also evident to be 14.1%, 13.9%, -

1.0% (1% less) and 13.7% higher, respectively for T = 3. With this significant

improvement in embedding capacity and PSNR of our scheme at T = 3, the

SSIM values remain lower than the other schemes. This is because, the MSE

of our scheme usually remains lower than the other schemes showing relative

improvement in PSNR, while the co-variance of the proposed scheme is higher

than the other schemes resulting in relatively lower SSIM values. It is to include

that, Fig. 4.3 illustrates that having higher PSNR and lower SSIM values with

T = 3, the embedded images of the proposed scheme (both with and without

flag) remains visually almost similar compared to the other schemes (Although

this comparison is shown only for Elaine image, the similar visual quality is

also evident for other test images). However, significant improvement of SSIM

and PSNR based image quality compared to other schemes, can be effectively

managed by our scheme with higher values of T (e.g., T = 4), if required with

relatively lower embedding capacity.

(c) The performance variation with T can further be analyzed from Table 4.5. For

example, with T = 4, while the average embedding rate of the scheme with flag

gets reduced by 2.5% and 41.9% than the schemes in [45] and [49], The rate is

still 0.1% and 45% higher than that in [46] and [48], respectively. At the same

time, with T = 4, the PSNR value increases 37.5%, 37.3%, 19.2% and 26.55%

compared to the schemes in [45], [46], [48] and [49], respectively.

(d) The rate-distortion performance of our proposed scheme can be efficiently

controlled with the value of T because the proposed scheme can embed within a

broader dynamic range, which is not the case in any of the considered schemes.
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4.4 Rate-Distortion Performance of the Proposed Scheme

Table 4.5: Comparison of Average Rate-Distortion Performance

Scheme
Capacity/ rate Visual Quality

Total bits bpp PSNR (dB) SSIM

Jung & Yoo [45] 488265 1.863 25.755 0.7709

Lee & Huang [46] 475313 1.814 25.80 0.7712

Chang et al. [48] 326453 1.245 29.71 0.8661

Zhang et al. [49] 585595 2.234 26.55 0.8981

Embedding with Flag

T=3 666055 2.541 29.40 0.6507

(Proposed) T=4 475719 1.815 35.43 0.8115

T=5 321748 1.227 41.32 0.9140

T=6 291160 1.111 45.43 0.9605

Embedding without Flag

T=3 861874 3.288 35.37 0.8114

(Proposed) T=4 668797 2.551 41.42 0.9158

T=5 495273 1.889 46.97 0.9682

T=6 393217 1.500 47.61 0.9821

For example, it can effectively embed from 291 Kbit to 666 Kbit of data in an

interpolated image of size 512 × 512 × 8, with a PSNR value ranging from 29

dB to 45 dB, and a SSIM value ranging from 0.65 to 0.96 for T ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6}.

Whereas, Jung and Yoo [45] embeds 488 Kbit with PSNR of 25.755 dB and

SSIM of 0.7709; Lee and Huang [46] embeds 475 Kbit with PSNR of 25.8 dB

and SSIM of 0.7712; Chang et al. [48] embeds 326 Kbit with PSNR of 29.7 dB

and SSIM of 0.866 and Zhang et al. [49] embeds 585 Kbit with PSNR of 26.55

dB and SSIM of 0.8981.

The above observations suggest that the proposed scheme with flag would have higher

embedding capacity (or rate) with better embedded image quality than the other

schemes for natural images, with a suitable value of T .
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4.4 Rate-Distortion Performance of the Proposed Scheme

Ref. [1] Ref. [2] Ref. [4] with flag without flag

0 1 3 4

T=NaN

T=NaN

T=NaN
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T=6

2
Average bpp
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T=5
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Average SSIM

Figure 4.4: Average performance comparison of the proposed scheme with other schemes for
different values of T in terms of: (a) bpp, (b) PSNR, and (c) SSIM.

4.4.2 Performance of the proposed scheme embedded without flag

The proposed scheme embedded without flag also outperforms the prominent IRDH

schemes in [45, 46, 48, 49] as evident for the individual test images in Table 4.3 and

4.4. This improvements become more apparent in the average performance given in

Table 4.5. Some important observations supporting the improvement by the proposed

scheme without flag are noted below.

(a) The range of embedding capacity increases with the proposed scheme without

flag, which helps better control over the rate-distortion performance with differ-

ent values of T , which is also not the case in any of the considered schemes in

[45,46,48,49]. As mentioned earlier in the previous subsection and evident from

Table 4.5, a maximum of 488 Kbit with PSNR of 25.755 dB and SSIM of 0.7709

is embedded by Jung and Yoo [45]; 475 Kbit with PSNR of 25.8 dB and SSIM

of 0.7712 is embedded by Lee and Huang [46]; 326 Kbit with PSNR of 29.71 dB

and SSIM of 0.866 by is embedded Chang et al. [48] and 585 Kbit with PSNR

of 26.55 dB and SSIM of 0.8981 is embedded by Zhang et al. [49]. Whereas

the proposed scheme without flag can effectively embed from 393 Kbit to 861

Kbit of data in an interpolated image of size 512× 512× 8, with a PSNR value

ranging from 35 dB to 47 dB, and a SSIM value ranging from 0.81 to 0.98 for

T ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6}.
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4.4 Rate-Distortion Performance of the Proposed Scheme

(b) Table 4.5 demonstrates that the Zhang et al.’s scheme [49] offers the highest em-

bedding rate-among the schemes in [45,46,48,49], which can embed an average

size payload of 585 Kb (or embedding rate of 2.234 bpp) with PSNR of 26.55 dB

and SSIM of 0.898. For our proposed scheme, considering its closer embedding

rate to that of the Zhang et al.’s scheme, we see that an embedding rate of 2.551

bpp (total 668 Kbit) is obtained with a better PSNR of 41.42 dB and SSIM of

0.9158 for T = 4. Thus with T = 4, our proposed scheme offers 14% higher

embedding rate with 56% and 2% better PSNR and SSIM, respectively. More-

over, we also note that the requirement of either a higher capacity or a better

image quality can be attained with a lower or higher value of T , respectively for

our proposed IRDH scheme.

(c) The rate-distortion performance of our scheme is analyzed with a varying T

to demonstrate its efficiency to manage higher embedding rate with reasonable

PSNR and SSIM values. For example, with T = 5, our scheme offers better

embedded image quality for a lower embedding rate. It is evident that the

embedding rate is lower in this case than the Zhang et al.’s [49] scheme. The

embedding rate however still remains higher than the Jung and Yoo’s [45], Lee

and Huang’s [46] and Chang et al.’s [48] scheme with better image quality

(i.e., higher PSNR and SSIM) compared to all the schemes for almost all the

test images. Similarly, with T = 3, our scheme offers significantly higher

embedding rate than other schemes with a similar (for Baboon, Barbara, Bridge

and Couple images) or lower (for other images) PSNR values.
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4.4 Rate-Distortion Performance of the Proposed Scheme

4.4.3 Comparison between embedding with and without flag

The adaptive embedding technique in Sec. 3.4.2 is modelled and proposed to avoid the

use of flag bit unlike the proposed technique in Sec. 3.4.1, so that one more payload

bit can be embedded replacing a flag-bit in an embeddable pixel. To compare the

performance between the two proposed embedding techniques (i.e., with and without

flag), some observations are pointed below.

(a) The improvement of embedding rate and capacity with better or almost similar

embedded image quality becomes evident with the proposed embedding tech-

nique without flag, while it is compared to the proposed embedding with flag for

the same values of T as in Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5.

(b) As demonstrated in Table 4.4, with T = 4, the proposed embedding with flag can

embed up to 460611 bit payload with 1.76 bpp in Lena image, while the PSNR

is 35.38 dB and SSIM is 0.6818; whereas, 656654 bit payload (2.51 bpp) with

better image quality (i.e., PSNR of 41.52 dB and SSIM of 0.8327) are embedded

using the proposed embedding without flag for the same value of T . This means

that for a given value of T , embedding without flag achieves higher embedding

rate with improved image quality compared to the embedding with flag.

(c) For higher embedding capacity requirement (i.e., lower values of T ), embedding

without flag also demonstrates better rate-distortion performance than embed-

ding with flag. For instance, with T = 5 and Lena image, embedding without

flag embeds total 491740 bits with 1.88 bpp, PSNR of 46.88 dB and SSIM of

0.9352. In contrast, with T = 4 and Lena image, embedding with flag can em-

bed total 460611 bits of payload with 1.76 bpp, PSNR of 35.38 dB and SSIM of

0.6818, which are lower than the proposed embedding without flag. This trend

of improvement is also evident for the other test images as in Fig. 4.5.
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4.4 Rate-Distortion Performance of the Proposed Scheme

(d) Statistically, the scheme embedded with flag achieves an average maximum ca-

pacity ranging from 291 Kb to 666 Kb, PSNR from 29.40 dB to 45.43 dB and

SSIM from 0.65 to 0.96 for T = [3, 6]. In contrast, the average embedding ca-
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Figure 4.5: Embedding rate-distortion performance comparison of the proposed (without flag
and with flag) schemes for different values of T : (a) Bridge, (b) Baboon, (c) Bar-
bara, (d) Boat, (e) Lena and (f) average of all test-images.
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pacity of the scheme embedded without flag varies in the dynamic range from

393 Kb to 861 Kb payload (i.e., 1.50 bpp to 3.29 bpp) for the same range of

the capacity control parameter, with PSNR and SSIM values ranging from 35.37

dB to 47.61 dB and 0.811 to 0.982, respectively. With T = 5, for example, this

improvement is recorded with 53.9% higher embedding capacity, 13.67% higher

PSNR, and 5.93% higher SSIM, which are illustrated for the all considered val-

ues of T in Fig. 4.4.

In summary, the proposed scheme with computationally efficient SPI and adaptive

embedding (both with and without flag) is better than the other existing prominent

IRDH schemes [45, 46, 48, 49], (see Fig. 4.4).

However, the above observations suggest that the proposed scheme without flag of-

fers higher dynamic range of embedding capacity and better embedded image quality

compared to the proposed scheme with flag. Considering the rate-distortion perfor-

mance, the proposed IRDH scheme without flag outperforms the proposed scheme

with flag. Compared to the scheme with flag, the embedding capacity improvements

are recorded 29%, 40%, 53% and 35% higher with 20%, 16.9%, 13.6% and 4.8%

higher PSNR and 24.7%, 12.9%, 5.9% and 2.24% higher SSIM for T = 3, 4, 5 & 6,

respectively.

4.5 Chapter Summary

The performance of the proposed IRDH scheme is evaluated and validated for USC-

SIPI test images. The embedding capacity and rate are evaluated in terms of total bits

embedded and bpp, respectively. The image quality is expressed in terms of PSNR and

SSIM. The SPI technique for image up-sampling is demonstrated to be computation-

ally efficient. The new adaptive embedding technique demonstrates its effectiveness to
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offer better rate-distortion performance compared to other prominent IRDH schemes.

In other words, the proposed scheme has demonstrated that it can effectively embed

varying size payloads with higher embedding rate and better image quality with a suit-

able capacity control parameter. Based on the observations presented in this chapter,

concluding remarks and future works of the research are presented in the following

chapter.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

5.1 Conclusions

The research presented in this thesis aimed to develop an adaptive IRDH scheme for

digital image applications. IRDH schemes have created a new paradigm in RDH re-

search. The performance of an IRDH scheme is determined by the effectiveness of its

two main processes: (i) interpolation (ii) payload embedding. Interpolation is used in

IRDH scheme to up-sample a cover image to a higher spatial resolution. The interpo-

lated image, specifically the interpolated pixels are then used for embedding payload.

All the existing interpolation techniques do not offer similar interpolated image quality

and are not equally computationally efficient. So, a better interpolation technique is an

important requirement for embedding. For embedding payload, different approaches

are reported such as DLE, PEE and their combination. Among different embedding

techniques, DLE offers greater simplicity, better user access control and better embed-

ding rate-distortion performance over its counterparts. Thus the scope of the research

presented in this thesis is focused on the development of DLE based IRDH schemes.

Despite the great promises of the existing IRDH schemes with DLE, they do not

account for embedding varying size payloads required in many practical application

scenarios. Thus they compromise the maximum possible embedded image quality due

to non-uniform distribution of distortion in the embedded image. For embedding of

varying size payloads, they might result in the same level of distortion. That means,

they may fail to maintain the best possible rate-distortion performance for different
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size of payloads, which is not desirable. This varying capacity requirement can be

effectively managed by using a suitably designed adaptive data embedding technique.

Therefore, a number of original contributions have been made. A new IRDH

scheme is developed and validated with computationally efficient up-sampling and

adaptive embedding to tackle the above mentioned varying capacity requirement at-

tainment problem of the existing IRDH schemes. Particularly, a computationally ef-

ficient interpolation technique (SPI technique) has been developed with reasonably

better image quality and is utilized for computing interpolated pixels. A capacity con-

trol parameter for varying capacity requirements is formulated with the consideration

of embedding capacity requirement.

Additionally, an effective embedding technique has been developed, which mainly em-

beds the payload bits in the LSBs of the interpolated pixels either in original or their

complement form. This idea helps minimize the embedding distortion. Different val-

ues of the capacity control parameter is considered for attaining a dynamic range of

embedding rate to fulfill the varying capacity requirement. A flag bit is used to track

whether the form of embedded bits (original or complement). The proposed embed-

ding with flag demonstrates better embedding-rate distortion performance compared

to other IRDH schemes. Particularly, it can effectively embed payload of size 291 Kb

to 666 Kb in a cover image of size 256× 256× 8 with a reasonably higher PSNR and

SSIM compared to other IRDH schemes.

Besides, the embedding capacity is further significantly increased avoiding the use of

the flag bit during embedding. The logical correlation between the embeddable pixel

and estimated versions of the embedded pixel are reinvestigated and a new adaptive

embedding technique without flag is developed. It adaptively selects the value of the

capacity control parameter for attaining varying embedding capacity requirement with

a minimum possible distortion in the embedded image and without using any flag bit.

Experimental results have substantiated that the proposed embedding without flag can
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effectively embed varying size payload with significantly higher embedding rate and

better image quality compared to the proposed embedding with flag. While both the

two proposed embedding techniques are evident to perform better than the existing

embedding techniques in IRDH schemes, between those two, the proposed embedding

without flag outperforms the proposed scheme with flag. For embedding without flag,

the embedding capacity improvements are recorded 29%, 40%, 53% and 35% higher

with 20%, 16.9%, 13.6% and 4.8% higher PSNR and 24.7%, 12.9%, 5.9% and 2.24%

higher SSIM for different values of the control parameter.

The presented IRDH scheme has a number of advantages over the existing

schemes. For example, it can offer a higher embedding capacity with better image

quality, i.e., better rate-distortion performance compared to other recent prominent

IRDH schemes. Embedding is carried out only in the interpolated pixels that would

also minimize any possible concern of erratically modifying the input image and thus

the proposed scheme could be useful in military and medical image applications that

restrict minimum possible changes in a cover image. Extraction is modelled to blindly

extract the embedded payload and to completely recover the original image, where

these two processes were kept mutually independent to ensure better user control in an

application scenario. This also means that the cover image can be instantly recovered

with or without extracting the embedded data. Additionally, being up-sampled, the

embedded image would have a higher spatial resolution. It also does not require any

location map, and thus the total capacity can be effectively used for data embedding.

The proposed adaptive IRDH scheme and its evaluation demonstrate better rate-

distortion performance for attaining the requirement of varying capacity management

effectively, in regards to which the following future works are addressed.
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5.2 Future Works

Some possible avenues for future research have been identified. These are as fol-

lows. Computational complexity analysis of the proposed adaptive embedding may

be carried out in future towards developing a more computationally efficient adaptive

embedding technique for IRDH scheme.

Evaluation of the performance of the proposed scheme in an extended experimen-

tal set up and comparison with the other prominent IRDH schemes can be shown in

future. The proposed IRDH scheme can be implemented and validated for a practi-

cal application scenario such as medical image applications, electronic patient record

management, etc. The proposed scheme can be applied and validated for color image

applications. Further improvement of the embedded image quality of the presented

IRDH scheme can be reinvestigated minimizing the local dispersion in the embedded

images.
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